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Summary:  

In the present study, Kermajuppo, a place of northern cultural heritage encounters 
practices of place-specific art with the aim of identifying, understanding and 
representing its essence. At Kermajuppo, Finnish Lapland, remains of ancient hunting 
pits and food storage caches can be found, referring to the long-gone hunting culture 
and livelihood of the forest Sámi. However, the knowledge and ancient remains are 
slowly vanishing, and the research study tries to elaborate Kermajuppo’s 
characteristics, value and potential through a detailed place-specific, culturally and 
sustainable development proposal. The theoretical background of the thesis draws 
from different views on place, cultural heritage and both place-specific and community 
art.  
 
With the approach of art-based action research, the study concentrates on a detailed 
personal and theoretical place survey, community engagement and development and 
iteration practices. The nearby community of Raanujärvi was targeted as a possible 
cooperation partner to evaluate present culture and traditions. The research process 
shows how place-specific art methods have been applied, what results they provide 
and where they had to be adjusted. It further presents a thoughtful possibility of 
community-based art to approach the small community of Raanujärvi, get them 
connecting with Kermajuppo and interested in further participation.  

The research outcome in form of a visual place proposal for Kermajuppo, demonstrates 
the efficiency and potential of place-specific art and its methods to identify, understand 
and represent the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo. It provides detailed ideas and 
suggestions for Kermajuppo’s maintenance and representation, presents a memorable 
and valuable experience of Kermajuppo’s features and additionally offers a project 
possibility for active community participation. With the implementation of the 
development proposal, Kermajuppo can gain recognition, value and importance.  

The place proposal was designed as a separate, artistic part of the thesis, is not included 
or depended on the research study and can be viewed on its own. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In Finnish Lapland, between Rovaniemi and Raanujärvi, the almost unremarkable hill 

Kermajuppo stands above the lake Juponlammi. When looking more closely at the area 

however, it will reveal its extraordinary features. Kermajuppo is venue of something 

special and ancient. Visible remains of wild forest deer hunting pits and food storage 

caches can be found, referring to a long-gone livelihood and the northern hunting 

culture of the Sámi people. A magical place, where historical air is blowing all around 

and takes your thoughts and body far away into the past. Kermajuppo and its cultural 

heritage is a place of great value and importance. In the past, its surrounding nature, 

the forest, its characteristics and denizens have been a vital part for the survival of its 

inhabitants. With the start of domestication, Kermajuppo’s usage ended but the place 

continued to be a symbol for the reindeer herders hunting past. When I started to spend 

time there, discovering its meaning and interesting history it also became for me a very 

special place. However, the knowledge and ancient remains are slowly vanishing, and 

the research study tries to elaborate Kermajuppo’s characteristics, value and potential 

through a detailed place-specific, culturally and sustainable development proposal.  

I always had this fascination and love for nature and its wonders. Especially the forest 

with its calm and mystical atmosphere allows me to regain strength, dwell in 

memories and experience happiness. I agree with Hesse (2000, p. 137) when he states 

that the first and main characteristics of strong artists are their implicit love towards 

nature, their unconscious but persistent knowledge that nature is not a replacement 

however, origin and mother of all arts.  

Untouched nature and the forest can be found often enough at my birth place in 

Germany and at my current residence, Finland. However, when I am in one country I 

am missing the other and vice versa. Which of those places are home? I am struggling 

to identify myself with one or the other culture. After living almost six years in Finland 

I feel sometimes foreign within my own family, but all those years have not yet been 

enough to build a strong belonging to the Finnish culture either.  

The deep connection to the forest and the struggle of belonging created a special 

relationship to Kermajuppo and my research study. While investigating into someone 

else’s cultural heritage, its preservation, interpretation and communication, I could 
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convert my efforts towards creating, which eventually led to a greater personal 

understanding. Lenore Kühn, a female philosopher once said: Those who are creative 

have somehow always a positive attitude towards life, for they never question its 

meaning but instead experiencing it (Gleichauf, 2005, p. 123–124). A philosophy I 

strongly believe in and a fact I still experience myself. Whenever my mind is 

elaborating, my heart devoting and my hands creating I know why, and that I am alive.  

Our world has become smaller and almost unlimited due to industrialisation and 

digitalisation. A new era of freedom and opportunities but also of isolation and 

detachment. Through the constant movement between physical and virtual places 

fewer and fewer relationships and “bonds between people and the world” are created 

(Cresswell, 2009, p. 6). The origin of “nonplaces” as a result from “constant 

circulation, communication and consumption (Cresswell, 2009, p. 6). A serious 

development that decreases the conscious engagement between people and places and 

encourages alienation. Tuan (2014, p. 184) writes, “attachment, whether to a person or 

to a locality, is seldom acquired in passing”. 

A possible way to regain a sense of belonging and attachment to this world, is the 

encounter with the past. Cultural heritage places allow us to experience ancient 

remains, representing the livelihood, relationships and social structures of our 

ancestors. They are important traces from the past which indicate “national and 

cultural identities” and demonstrate the “essence of culture, both past and 

contemporary” (Atkinson, 2016, p. 101). The engagement with the past can generate 

a better understanding of current cultural and social developments as well as help in 

one’s personal search for identity. However, the importance of cultural heritage places 

is not only to inform or learn about our history but also to achieve awareness of 

preserving and respecting it (Dallen, 2011).  

Small indigenous groups have always had the need to fight for their cultural heritage 

and so have the Sámi people of the north. Religious artefacts like the Sámi shaman 

drum have been mostly confiscated and destroyed during the Christianisation (Kent, 

2014). Only a few are left, and they are all spread and preserved outside Sámi territory 

(Lähteenmäki & Pihlaja, 2005). With the protest against damming the Alta River 

however, Sámi people started to gain widespread recognition as indigenous people and 

developed a collective voice towards a “political and ethnic identity” (Kent, 2014, p. 
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68). Slowly, they started asking and claiming their lost cultural heritage materials to 

regain knowledge about their own past and ancestors (Lähteenmäki & Pihlaja, 2005). 

Knowledge, about “a proud people whose unique social, cultural and economic 

identity is important not only for themselves and other indigenous people, but for all 

the peoples of the world, and especially those concerned with maintaining a 

sustainable ecology in a time of dramatic climate change” (Kent, 2014, p. 260).  

My research study is part of the Arctic Art and Design (AAD) master programme 

which concentrates on the collaboration between artists/designers and the northern 

environment, communities or companies through applied visual art practices and 

service design (Härkönen & Vuontisjärvi, 2018). A programme that was developed in 

“responds to the challenges posed by the changing socio-cultural and economic 

circumstances in the north of Europe and Arctic” (Coutts, Härkönen & Jokela, 2018, 

p. 6). Its interdisciplinary content and real-life project opportunities allow art and 

design students to gain expertise in project management, consultation and teamwork, 

entrepreneurial development and environmental art practices (Coutts et al., 2018).  

In applied visual art, my main study subject, artistic practices are combined with 

academic knowledge to understand and learn about the northern societies, their 

history, culture and traditions. While considering sustainable choices, the gained 

knowledge is applied in the development of natural environments, services or art 

works considering social, economic, educational or cultural needs (Jokela, 2013). The 

concept of applied visual art cooperates and intertwines with the principles of place-

specific art - which I choose to examine as a possible tool for Kermajuppo’s culturally 

and sustainable development - as it “communicates with place-related experiences and 

memories rather than with the terms of the physical space” (Jokela, 2013, p. 14). 

“Commitment to a time and place, instead of modernism and universality” (Jokela, 

2013, p. 12) is not only a major part of applied visual art but became fundamental 

approach to my research topic. Visual ethnography and personal observation, 

academic research and community participation were part of Kermajuppo’s “physical, 

phenomenological, narrative and socio-cultural” place investigation (Jokela, 2013, p. 

14). As dialogue and collaboration with the immediate audience is important for 

identifying the present culture and needs regarding Kermajuppo, the local community 

of Raanujärvi has been targeted as a possible cooperation partner (Härkönen & 
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Vuontisjärvi, 2018). Approaching the locals however, has been proven to be difficult 

and actions accordingly have been taken which are illuminated during the research.  

In this study, Kermajuppo, a place of northern cultural heritage encounters practices 

of place-specific art with the aim of identifying, understanding and communicating its 

essence. The research was developed out of personal interest with the purpose of 

applying methods, knowledge and aims from the Arctic Art and Design master 

programme. Its significance lies in the implementation of artistic methods to elaborate 

and develop a place of cultural heritage. The used strategies could be applied in 

collaborations between artists and other environmental or tourism stakeholders. 

Artists often see the world in a different light and their multidisciplinary skills, 

inventiveness and creativity makes them valuable collaboration partners. As Jokela 

(2013, p. 20) puts it, “artists are often talented readers of silent signals” and in our 

constant changing society, they might be the necessary connection point between 

people and the world.  

 

With my research study I aimed to: 

1. Prove place-specific art and its methods can be an effective way for investigating, 

understanding and representing the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo. 

2. Provide a detailed place-specific, cultural and sustainable development proposal 

for a memorable and valuable experience of Kermajuppo’s essence. 

3. Introduce a possible way for artists to approach a hesitant and small community.  

4. Give an example for further community involvement in place-specific 

development.  

 

The following questions guided me through my research study: 

1. How can place-specific art and its methods be used as a way of identifying, 

understanding and representing the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo? 

2. How can community-based art be used to approach the small community of 

Raanujärvi, get them connecting with Kermajuppo and interested in further 

participation?  
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Understanding Place  

The forest is my favourite place. When being in nature I feel most free. My thoughts 

can wander, and I love to listen how silence sounds. It can be any forest. The smell of 

wet moss and wood, beautiful light situations created by endless trees and the sun, shy 

birds singing in the distance and the sound of cracking twigs underneath my weight 

make me feel calm and happy. Whenever I can flee the haste and trouble of life I will 

go to the forest. It is my place of peace and inspiration. I don’t do much there, mostly 

walking, observing and being surprised by all kind of new ideas and different 

memories I thought to have lost forever.  

The focus of my research is Kermajuppo. A place where I experienced a similar even 

more intensive kind of situation as described above. It is now one of my favourite 

places. In the following pages I want to discuss about the idea and meaning of place, 

its perception and experience, what kind of relationships humans create with certain 

places and how place connect with history.    

By most authors, place is defined in relation to space. The transformation from space 

to place happens according to Tuan (2014) through pause in movement. “Space is 

experienced directly as having room in which to move” (Tuan, 2014, p. 12) and when 

we stop moving, then for a reason which adds value to the pause. Value is important 

factor for turning space into place as it “acquires definition and meaning” (Tuan, 2014, 

p. 136). Meaning in form of everyday utilization and sense of place also applies to 

Cresswell’s definition when he states that “space becomes place when it is used and 

lived” (Cresswell, 2009, p. 2). He also stresses the importance of experience in 

identifying place which in turn is a relevant part in Ingold’s (2000) understanding of 

place. The sheer nature of place only comes into being through the combination of 

people’s engagement with it and the resulting perception of the senses (Ingold, 2000, 

p. 192).  

Experiences matter in the definition of place. Experiences gained by activities, 

engagement and time spend in place which in turn add quality, importance and purpose 

and generate its appearance. Yet, another definition by Lippard (1997) associates place 
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with memory. She writes, “Space defines landscape, where space combined with 

memory defines place” (Lippard, 1997, p. 9). But how is space combined with 

memory? In the beginning of her book The Lure of the Local, Lippard (1997, p. 7) 

compares place with “the resonance of a specific location that is known and familiar”. 

To know a place like an insider - through inhabitation and usage, lived culture and 

customs - history and memories are created. A similar approach to Cresswell’s and 

Ingold’s idea of place formed by human experiences. Space is linked with memories 

when it is lived and experienced and therefore transformed into place. “It is about 

connections, what surrounds it, what formed it, what happened there, what will happen 

there” (Lippard, 1997, p. 7). Through living-in and inhabiting our world we transform 

it into places of culture, history and memory. Ingold (2000, p. 19) describes it as 

follows: […] “the landscape is the world as it is known to those who dwell therein, who 

inhabit its places and journey along the paths connecting them”. Our world is defined 

by the combination of all places and the space in between them.  

I believe that every part of the world can be a relevant place for someone. Importance, 

meaning and value - in form of basic or individual needs, history or memory as Lippard 

(1997) suggests - are for me, key elements in defining place. This also implies that the 

place is known and intimate and evokes certain positive or negative feelings inside the 

person who lives, has lived or will live there. Space or landscape only remains when 

watched, observed (Lippard, 1997, p. 8) or when having the feeling of spaciousness, 

(Tuan, 2014, p. 12) but as soon as one starts to experience it with all senses, it will 

gain value and become place. For me movement is part of engaging with and getting 

to know place. Movement might be the verge from space to place where both can be 

experienced at the same time.  

 

2.1.1 Landscape and Environment 

In the context of space and place, two additional terms need to be briefly discussed. 

My understanding of landscape and environment, both closely linked to space and 

place, will be established in the next chapter.  

Above, landscape has been already mentioned in relation to space by Lippard (1997, 

p.  9) when she writes that “space defines landscape”. She further explains, that 
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landscape is what you can see in the open, when standing motionless and observing its 

features. For me this can include a scenery and notion of spaciousness – which 

according to Tuan (2014) applies to the meaning of space - but also of restriction. 

When describing landscape, Ingold (2000, p. 190) claims that “it is not ‘space’” and 

defines it as knowing the world through inhabitation which is similar to the meaning 

of place. What we see when we look at landscape however, is a world that has been 

shaped through natural impacts, time and human utilization.  

But what is environment if not sight? Environment according to Berleant (1997) is the 

experience of landscape with all senses. Walking, smelling, touching and looking are 

integral parts of perceiving our environment. This definition implies that landscape 

would be only visually perceptible whereas environment can and must be experienced 

with the whole body and mind. It is a condition surrounding a person rather than a 

view. Environment is not only in front of us but also next, behind and possibly inside 

ourselves. Therefore, I believe environment includes landscape and with it also places 

and - as Berleant (1997, p. 14) points out – “objects, people, and their activities”. 

Environment allows us human to survive and creates a sense of location (Ingold, 

2000). 

 

2.1.2 Home – a Special Relationship to Place 

Humans can have very different relationships with places. Dependent on good or bad 

experiences, places can evoke positive or negative feelings. Here I want to talk about 

one very significant experience of an intimate place, desired by humans in every corner 

of the world. The experience of home. 

The definition of home is very complex, but Cresswell (2009, p. 5) has aptly named it 

“a centre of meaning and field of care – a place where we feel safe, secure, and loved”. 

A place for our emotional needs and well-being. The experience of home can be 

compared to the perception of place by a small child who has not yet developed a clear 

understanding for physical places (Tuan, 2014, p. 29). For the child, the mother is the 

centre of everything and his/her most important place. “The mother is mobile, but to 

the child she nonetheless stands for stability and permanence” (Tuan, 2014, p. 29). 

When a stable relationship of trust and reliability has been created between mother and 
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child, a child will eagerly explore the world on its own, when he/she knows his/her 

secure place is close. When we grow up, the significance of the mother might fade, but 

instead the realization and meaning of home (which can still include the mother) as an 

actual place will start to gain more value.  

As adults, we still depend on places of security and stability where we can dwell, regain 

strength and feel safe. Those places I call home. A base or - as mentioned above - the 

centre of everything from where we go out into the unknown and changing world, and 

where we come back to for reassurance and stability. Tuan (2014) describes it like an 

interplay between the human need for space and place. “Human lives are a dialectical 

movement between shelter and venture, attachment and freedom. In open space one 

can become intensely aware of place; and in the solitude of a sheltered place the 

vastness of space beyond acquires a haunting presence” (Tuan, 2014, p. 54). 

Home in terms of shelter, satisfying basic needs, gatherings and common activities 

was as well appreciated throughout history. In the past, home was seen as  […] “bases” 

from “where the weak may stray and from which the fit may move out to gather, hunt, 

or fight” (Tuan, 2014, p. 137). The perception and meaning of home might vary with 

time and among cultures but without a place like home, we are lost, wandering around 

in search of support, belonging and intimacy. Fundamental reason for human survival 

is the presence of home. Home, a save place of love, care and trust.  

 

2.1.3 Perception and Experience of Place  

How a person perceives, and experiences place can be very subjective and factors like 

culture, gender, age, education, past experiences as well as personality, mentality and 

the current mood play important roles. For example, a person growing up and living 

in a city might find the forest with its wild environment very frightening whereas 

someone who has spent many times walking through the wilderness will enjoy the 

calm and quietness of the forest. Nevertheless, also the appearance of a place due to 

the changing seasons and different weather conditions will have an influence on the 

experience. A market place in summer when everything smells like fresh flowers and 

berries, and the sun is shining in people’s faces will be perceived much more 
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welcoming than on a cold and windy day when all one can think of is having a hot cup 

of tea while cuddled underneath a woollen blanket.  

Yet, what can be said about the perception of place when much of it is dependent on 

the course of nature and human personal characteristics? More important than the 

individual perception of place is how it can be best experienced, what is there in place 

that is worth experiencing and what do humans gain form the experience of place.  

The essential of experience relies on the practice of being or “Dasein” as Heidegger 

(1962) extensively debates. “Being-in-the-world in general as a basic state of Dasein” 

(Heidegger, 1962, p. 79). Dasein - for me as a native German speaker - also means to 

be present. A conscious and mindful comprehension of the world. This includes the 

use of all senses and a valuable amount of time spend on experiencing. Hesse (2000, 

p. 59) phrased it as a realization not a hunt; to behold, understand, inhale and process 

the cognition. Only through experience can we really understand and gain knowledge 

about a place. “Knowing is a mode of Dasein founded upon Being-in-the-world” 

(Heidegger, 1962, p. 90), or as Ingold (2000, p. 55) described it: “Knowledge of the 

world is gained by moving about in it, exploring it, attending to it, ever alert to the sign 

by which it is revealed.” While being in place and experiencing it, using all senses, its 

features and characteristics can be discovered, understood and learned from. 

Therefore, the whole body is important in the perception of place. A place cannot fully 

be experienced when the body remains static. Not only sight, but motion, moving 

around, exploring every detail through touch, smell, sound and taste is essential. The 

body needs to resonate with the materiality and essence of place. “Walking is the only 

way to measure the rhythm of the body against the rhythm of the land” (Solnit as cited 

in Lippard, 1997, p. 17). A rightful feeling for a place as Tuan (2014) suggests 

however, takes much longer than a stroll through it. Only with time and repeated every 

day experiences will one acquire a true feeling of a place (Tuan, 2014, p. 182). 

In the rush of life, we easily forget about the importance of a mindful experience of 

the places we inhabit. Not only can it, as established above, give us the opportunity to 

increase our knowledge of the world, but also evoke positive feelings, create 

attachment and a sense of belonging as well as enhance our well-being. Bewernitz 

(2012) writes in her book Wo die Seele aufblüht: Warum ein Garten glücklich macht 

about her fulfilled dream of having an own garden. With delight does she describe her 
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doings but also the changes of her garden throughout the different seasons. She is 

absorbing everything her garden has to offer, and it is clear to see how she has 

embraced the garden as her place of happiness. But what makes it so special?  

Apple leaves. Hard and knobby like wood. From a shimmering, almost silvery tree. 

Falling apple leaves! They crackle when they let go of the tree, moan when falling, 

and make the sound of food steps when touching the ground (Bewernitz, 2012, p. 127). 

I believe that not the garden itself, but the time, energy and devotion spend hence the 

experiences she made inside and around her garden, created those positive feelings. 

Bewernitz (2012) did not only look at her garden, even though she spent a lot of time 

observing it, but she touched its soil with her bare hands, tasted its very first ripe 

tomatoes, listened to its sounds when the wind blew through the trees and saw it change 

its colours and appearance throughout the year. With all those sensory experiences 

made, a deep attachment has been created which is/was life-enriching.  

Not only a garden but the whole world is full of places that can and should be 

experienced through being present at present. With a mindful perception and 

experience of our environment, the truth about creation and human existence might 

reveal itself to us. Humans need to regain the ability to be amazed by the supposedly 

small things in the world, only then are they ready to understand the power of life. As 

Hesse (2000, p. 59) pointed out: Nature is beautiful everywhere. 

 

2.1.4 Place and Human History  

Before the concept of cultural heritage is discussed, I will briefly explain how I 

understand the connection between human history and place.   

Henry Glassie (as cited in Lippard, 1997, p. 13) writes that “history is the essence of 

the idea of place.” Every place that is visited, seen, experienced or lived in, has its own 

history and past. Time as known to us, is always going forward and everything we do, 

a second later is part of the past. All past human impacts on this world are revealing 

traces of our history. “We study history as great waves that pass over the land and 

change how we use and think of it, but apart from an element of nostalgia, or longing, 
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it tends to pass us by. It rarely seems to be our story. We forget it goes right up to 

yesterday” (Lippard, 1997, p. 13). 

Past places are all over the world, sometimes easy but often hard to find however, 

when discovered, important to share with others. Our attention should be drawn back 

more to places of our past as through them we might be able to better understand our 

present situation (Lippard, 1997, p. 85). “The past really existed. All that we are we 

ow to the past” (Tuan, 2014, p. 179). Places can visualize the past and be perceived as 

a souvenir from our previous lives (Tuan, 2014). 

To understand the concept of place has been important part of my research study as it 

allowed me to establish a deeper knowledge about its meaning and interrelations as 

well as offered me possible ways on how to approach and mindfully experience 

Kermajupppo. 

 

2.2 Cultural Heritage 

2.2.1 Importance of Preservation 

The hunting pits and meat storage caches at Kermajuppo are part of the cultural 

heritage of Finland. Visible human traces of a long-gone culture and livelihood. 

Without preservation and maintenance, those ancient remains - resulting from hunting 

and gathering by the early inhabitants of Finland - would disappear and with them 

“valuable messages from prehistoric times” (Metsähallitus, 2019).  

The preservation of the past is a very important issue as it allows us to study the life 

of our ancestors and discover how we used to survive, create and interact. Dallen 

(2011, p. 194) writes in his book Cultural Heritage and Tourism about the significance 

of cultural heritage as follows: “today the past has a much higher profile than ever 

before and is protected for a variety of reasons: scientific and educative importance, 

environmental diversity, artistic merit, economic value, nostalgia, nationalism and 

utilitarian functions.” 

Ancient ruins, archaeological sites, old buildings, historical findings, artefacts and the 

intangible heritage of lived culture and traditions can reveal many characteristics of 

http://www.metsa.fi/web/en/metsahallitus/logo
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the way people have lived in the past. Cultural heritage sites “have provided a wealth 

of knowledge not only about lifestyles, social structures and human relations with 

nature, but some have also been instrumental in bringing to light historical data about 

health problems, pestilences, poverty, conflict and battles, gender roles, funerary 

practices and food production and consumption in ancient days” (Dallen, 2011, p. 

194).  

When we do not take care of our cultural tangible and intangible heritage it will vanish 

quickly and forever. Natural and human impacts will lead to the disappearance of still 

existing traces from the past. Traces that are necessary to learn from, reflect on and 

experience historical times.  

 

2.2.2 The Tourist and the Interpretation of the Past 

For centuries, people have been interested in visiting important places from the past. 

“The earliest form of heritage tourism”, Dallen (2011, p. 2) describes, was pilgrimage. 

People would pilgrim to important religious and spiritual places in the hope of 

enlightenment and spiritual experiences. The purpose of visiting cultural heritage sites 

has changed but the demand is bigger than ever “as people realize the importance of 

the past in their current lives and the value of sharing it with others” (Dallen, 2011, p. 

2).  

A big part of the tourism industry is our past and the corresponding cultural tangible 

and intangible heritage. The motivation to visit heritage places however, differ from 

person to person. There are highly interested tourists who travel specifically to heritage 

sites to gain a deeper knowledge and have an extensive experience about past and 

present cultures. Others plan visits to museums or historically important places as a 

cultural part of their holiday destination and again others just accidentally come across 

cultural attractions (Dallen, 2011, p. 8–9). Despite the different reasons for an 

encounter with the past, most important factor for an educational, joyful or 

rememberable experience is its interpretation and representation.  

Dallen (2011, p. 229–230) presents in his book Freeman Tilden’s Six Principles of 

Interpretation. When the goal of preservation involves the experience of all senses and 
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the mind, those principles can be valuable guidelines for the development of cultural 

heritage places. To make the visit into the past a memorable one, interpretation and 

representation must stimulate the tourist in a way that he/she can relate to personal 

experiences, feelings or memories. Plain information about the place and its past is 

certainly not enough. “Interpretation is revelation based on information and must 

effectively inspire people by disseminating something new” (Dallen, 2011, p. 230). If 

an interpretation of a historical place and time can make visitors build personal 

relationships, they will also realize how important it is to educate and conserve our 

cultural heritage. Altogether, interpretations need “to be holistic, painting bigger 

pictures and telling complete stories rather than simply presenting bits and pieced of 

the past. […] The whole person must be stimulated via many sensory and cognitive 

experiences” (Dallen, 2011, p. 230). 

 

2.2.3 Examples of Cultural Heritage Places 

The following pages discusses examples of different cultural heritage places, their 

representation and perception written by different authors.  

In the first example, Denis Byrne (2013) is writing about how invisible traces of 

heritage can have important effects on the tourist experience. Based on a personal 

experience and encounter with a gateway in Bali, he was carried back to the times of 

the cold War in Asia, where civilians where violently killed in late-1965 and early-

1966 (Byrne, 2013, p. 26). Differently to the Jewish Holocaust, Byrne (2013, p. 26 & 

27) explains, the killings Bali didn’t happen in specific places but rather all over the 

city which makes it almost impossible to find “physical traces of these events”. A 

gateway symbolizing the entrance into a typical Balinese house however, caused 

Byrne to imagine these horrible times.  

[…] “many Balinese must have been taken away through similar such gateways to the 

places where they were killed. (...) I imagined a gateway imprinted with an after-image 

of a loved one passing through it, perhaps looking back at you one last time” (Byrne, 

2013, p. 30). 
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Even though there is no or hardly any evidence left that implies to places of horror and 

fear in Bali, Byrne (2013) suggests that by being ready to feel empathy for the people 

of that time, ordinary things like a gateway can become objects from and encounters 

with the past. “A willingness to imagine is a prerequisite for this kind of tourism but 

let us not forget that the tourist is in a real place that she or he experiences with their 

sensory as well as their imaginary capacity” (Byrne, 2013, p. 31). It is not important if 

the object that triggers our imagination has been a real part of the past, more important 

is a certain kind of knowledge about the past of a place, which is supported by the will 

to feel and imagine. When knowledge and imagination meet the place of incident the 

past and present can become one and invisible heritage can be experienced (Byrne, 

2013, p. 31). The representation of history alone isn’t initiator for our imaginations, 

already encounters with the place itself can create meaningful experiences.  

The next example shows, how also external sources of knowledge about historical 

times have great influences in the Heritage experience. Russel Staiff (2013) discusses, 

by the example of ancient Rome, how history represented in movies effect on visitors’ 

perception and experience of heritage sites. His “interest is cinematic representations 

(including television series) because cinematic virtual worlds are complete in a way 

that archaeological sites never can be” (Staiff, 2013, p. 87).  

Movies are a rich source for historical knowledge and have great influence on peoples’ 

imagination about the past. When done well, the cinema can take you right into ancient 

times where places, buildings and people who are long gone can still be seen and 

experienced. Through the enormous number of available movies including 

representations of life in the past we already have ready-made images and pictures of 

certain time periods in our head. When visiting a heritage site, those images start 

appearing and communicating with the surrounding place and historical remains. 

Those images can enrichen a persons’ experience but also cause over-representation 

of the historical place, diminish the need for visitors to use their own imagination and 

lower their motivation for additional (more detailed) knowledge (Staiff, 2013). 

When representing a heritage site, it is very important to keep in mind that not only 

historical knowledge provided by the cinema, but every personal memory, history and 

experience of the visitor will play a great part in perception and interpretation of the 

heritage environment. As already established in the chapter of Perception and 
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Experience of Place, every person has their own live-story, origin of knowledge and 

subjective perception which should not be forgotten when creating an experienceable 

past.   

Andrea Witcomb explores in her chapter three tourism sites that deal with past events 

of “horror, depravity or terror” and how these events have been interpreted and 

visualized with different strategies to “either aid or complicate our ability to sensitively 

and ethically engage with the abject” (Witcomb, 2013, p. 152–153).  

I want to focus on the example of the Holocaust Memorial and the corresponding 

exhibition at the information centre in Berlin which is, Witcomb argues, a positive 

example of interpretive strategy where information combined with visual experience 

“create a space for affective as well as cognitive forms of interaction” (Witcomb, 2013, 

p. 169).  

The exhibition staged underneath the Memorial was developed to support the 

impersonal but sensory space created by a great number of rectangular cement and 

gravestone like sculptures who represent the dimension of killed Jews during the 

Holocaust. According to Witcomb (2013), the information centre looks similar to other 

memorial places who inform about the times, circumstances and developments of the 

Second World War and the Holocaust. “The museological contribution of the space 

however is different and lies in the productive use of the tension between the role of 

memorialisation above ground and the role of information below ground” (Witcomb, 

2013, p. 165).  

But what makes this exhibition a successful place for empathetic response and critical 

thinking? The exhibition does not only consist of plain information but combines 

personal stories of Holocaust victims with an aesthetic experience. The individual 

narratives, Witcomb (2013) says, “give meaning and immediacy to the scale of the 

disaster” (Witcomb, 2013, p. 165). The created exhibition space is reflecting and 

continuing the aesthetic of the Memorial above ground and the visitor is led to reflect 

on their position between victim and perpetrator. In one room, narrative and aesthetic 

come together. On the ground the pattern of the rectangular sculptures above “are 

repeated with rectangular light boxes who carry quotations from the diaries and 

writings of the victims” (Witcomb, 2013, p. 166). Through the position of the light 
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boxes, the visitors have the option to step on the light boxes or walk around them. 

Witcomb (2013) observed, that no one was walking across them. “In showing that 

respect, visitors are engaging in exactly what those victims did not have at the time of 

their murder – a recognition of their humanity” (Witcomb, 2013, p. 167).  

The Memorial with the information centre is a great example of a functioning 

cooperation between information, personal stories and an aesthetic, staged 

environment which results in empathetic response and critical thinking. (Witcomb, 

2013, p. 164). Interpretation and representation are successful when visitors can 

empathize with the subject and begin to develop own thoughts.  

The last example of the Angkor World Heritage site by Georgina Lloyd and Im 

Sokrithy (2013) concentrates on the importance of recognizing, presenting and 

protecting intangible heritage. At the Angkor World Heritage site, focus for centuries 

has been the maintenance and representation of the Angkor temples and their 

archaeological and historical value even though the place offers a vibrant variety of 

living cultural heritage.  

During the development and restoration of heritage sites, the surrounding communities 

and their “values, daily practices and traditions” (Lloyd & Sokrithy, 2013, p. 239) are 

often forgotten or only poorly presented. However, those living cultures surrounding 

the physical heritage and originating from the past are crucial parts of a whole and 

truthful heritage experience. Attempts to portray intangible cultural heritage often end 

up in stereotypical and commercial products. Those touristic outcomes, Lloyd and 

Sokrithy (2013, p. 242) argue, “have often lost the spiritual meanings or values that 

are present in their traditional cultural contexts”. 

An important factor for the management of heritage places is “to recognize the 

significance of intangible cultural heritage and the need to ensure that it is presented, 

marketed and utilized in a sensitive and appropriate manner” (Lloyd & Sokrithy, 2013, 

p. 228). In the case of The Angkor World Heritage site mass tourism, incomplete 

knowledge and the lack of well-trained guides are still barriers to overcome. However, 

new research and projects have been established to help identify, communicate and 

manage the intangible heritage of Angkor. Projects, where a great collaboration with 

the villagers are built to collect significant and true information about “their way of 
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life, traditions and customs” (Lloyd & Sokrithy, 2013, p. 245), as well as projects about 

the “awareness, comprehension and safeguarding” of intangible cultural heritage 

(Lloyd & Sokrithy, 2013, p. 247). 

The existing cultures of the surrounding communities should always be considered 

and treated with respect. Most of the time they have originated from the past, are 

likewise valuable and will add positively to a truthful and mindful experience and 

representation.  

Through the research on cultural heritage, its preservation, interpretation and 

representation I became more aware of the delicacy and importance of my subject 

matter. Not only am I working with a culture that is not my own, Kermajuppo is further 

a place with indigenous cultural heritage of the Sámi people who, as Lehtola (2005) 

explains, had to fight for their own history. While examining several examples of 

cultural heritage sites, I aimed for appropriate knowledge about how to treat, analyse 

and communicate history in the most honest way.  

 

2.3 Place-Specific Art  

The preservation, interpretation and representation of cultural heritage places share 

many values and ideas with the concept of place-specific art. One of the “Freeman 

Tildens Principles of Interpretation”, (Dallen, 2011, p. 230) as mentioned above, says 

that successful interpretation demands “good communication skills, people skills, 

creativity and imagination”. Attributes important to artists working with and around 

place-specific art.  

 

2.3.1 Changing Roles of an Artist 

New possibilities and challenges have been created while the traditional role of an 

artist in our society keeps changing. Lacy (1995) talks about four different positions 

an artist might need to adjust to throughout his/her career. Those roles reach from 

being a mediator of private experiences until becoming an active voice for the public. 
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The artist does not need to assume all the roles at the same time but must develop skills 

to switch between them when required (Lacy, 1995, p. 173). 

Through personal empathy, the “Artist as Experiencer” (Lacy, 1995, p. 174) can act as 

a linkage to pressing issues in our society. Lacy (1995, p.175) expresses that in lack of 

important social solutions, “there may be only our ability to feel and witness the reality 

taking place around us. Empathy alone is not always enough, and the artist must 

operate also as a reporter. “Artist as Reporter”, who gathers information, shares them 

with others and tries to convince the audience for the better. With the third position of 

the “Artist as Analyst”, a new set of skills are required however, an artist’s creativity 

can be used to successfully analyse social situations and create a more meaningful 

evaluation. In the last role, Lacy (1995, p. 176–177) presents the “Artist as Activist” 

who actively includes the audience in his/her work. This new position comes with a 

lot of challenges and questions concerning collaboration, participants and crossover 

disciplines. “To take a position with respect to the public agenda, the artist must act in 

collaboration with people, and with an understanding of social systems and 

institutions” (Lacy, 1995, p. 177).  

Even though the pressure for artists in those new situations might be high, the 

corresponding opportunities and possible positive consequences are crucial for the 

change of positions. The greater problem to overcome is to make institutions, 

companies and communities see the value of artist’s skills. “We need to teach them to 

welcome artists, to understand how art can concretize and envision their goals” 

(Lippard, 1995, p. 128). 

 

2.3.2 The Beginnings 

Place-specific art was developed out of the advancing and demanding changes of 

public art. Based on the development in the United States, Kwon (2002) demonstrates 

the history of site-specific art – which is of similar content and probably a preliminary 

stage of place-specific art - by means of three different stages of public art and its 

predominating artists.  
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Early forms of public art, the “art-in-public-places paradigm form the mid-1960s to 

the mid 1970s”, have been usually experienced as huge art pieces permanently 

presented at a public place (Kwon, 2002, p. 60). In this stage of public art, only the 

location would verify the term public and slowly the function, aesthetics and 

glorification of the commissioned artists were criticized. The transmission from “art-

in-public-places” to “art-as-public-spaces” started with the integration of “site-specific 

principles” in the development of public art (Kwon, 2002, p. 65). “By now, artist where 

asked not only to focus on the conditions of the built environment but to contribute 

toward the design of unified and coherent urban spaces” (Kwon, 2002, p. 67). Artists 

would now have the possibility to work in a team with designers and architects creating 

public places as a whole and provide a function to public art. The value of the art work 

was now measured in use rather than aesthetics which would make it “more accessible, 

accountable, and relevant to the public” (Kwon, 2002, p. 69). 

A great shift in the perception of public art occurred again after the implementation of 

“Titled Arc” by Richard Serra. In 1997 as part of the Art in Architecture programme 

and commissioned by United States General Service Administration (GSA), Richard 

Serra was chosen to develop a sculpture for the Federal Plaza in front of the Javits 

Federal Building in New York City. Despite Serra’s known discrepancies to the 

momentarily understanding and principles of public art, his work was approved and 

realized in 1981 (Kondo, 2012, p. 20). Serra’s sculpture in form of a dark, high wall, 

was crossing and dividing the whole Federal Plaza. His idea was not to build an 

inclusive function that underlines the characteristics and aesthetics of the place but to 

highlight and create a physical reaction to its political and social meaning. “In 

destroying the illusion of Federal Plaza as a coherent spatial totality, Serra underscored 

its already dysfunctional status as a public space” (Kwon, 2002, p. 74). The appearance 

of “Titled Arc” started a great controversy about public art and especially the 

surrounding community expressed their discontent about the “plain, ugly and brutal” 

sculpture (Kwon, 2002, p. 78). After years of conflicts, petitions and hearings, Serra’s 

work was eventually removed in 1989 (Kondo, 2012, p. 21). Even though the 

discussion about the direct inclusion of the community had slowly started, it was the 

case of “Titled Arc” that completely altered the view on public art. A general 

understanding of the importance of community involvement in the creation of public 

art was established.  
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A key concept of art-in-the-public-interest, or as Lacy named it, “new genre public 

art”, is the collaboration with the audience in the development of the artwork. An 

active inclusion of the close community into the artistic process through dialogue and 

participation (Kwon, 2002, p. 82). […] “a central objective of community-based site 

specificity is the creation of a work in which members of a community – as 

simultaneously  viewer/spectator, audience, public, and referential subject – will see 

and recognize themselves in the work, not so much in the sense of being critically 

implicated but of being affirmatively pictured or validated” (Kwon, 2002, p. 95). 

People using or inhabiting a specific place are now viewed as integral part of its social-

cultural investigation.  

Public art “moved from an aesthetic function, to a design function, to a social function; 

(…) from enriching lives, to saving lives” (Jacob, as cited in Kwon, 2002, p. 111). 

With the change of content, naturally the position and function of an artist had to be 

adjusted, and Kwon (2002) describes it as a change of verbs. Artistic activities now, 

include: “to negotiate, to coordinate, to compromise, to research, to promote, to 

organize, to interview” (Kwon, 2002, p. 51). Also, Lippard (1997, p. 278) expresses 

the importance of mastering simultaneously all four different roles of an artist – as 

described above – while creating a place-specific work of art.   

 

2.3.3 Main Principles 

In the next chapter, I will explain and show the idea, content and aim behind place-

specific art, based on contemporary examples from the arctic region.   

The first example is a place-specific public art work by Timo Jokela, implemented at 

a traffic roundabout in Pelkosenniemi, Finland. Jokela’s way of working reflects in 

every part the key issue of place-specific art which according to Lippard (1997, p. 274) 

requires a special sensibility for the social dimension of place. The work is a collection 

of eight tall wooden columns with different designed ends, each telling another story 

about livelihood and traditions in Lapland (Jokela, 2013, p. 96). Not only did Jokela 

consider the art works immediate surrounding, with its materials and usage, but most 

importantly he applied his own “social-cultural mapping survey model” to get a deeper 

understanding of the history of the area, “as well as its tangible, visual, and spiritual 
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cultural heritage” (Jokela, 2013, p. 95). With this special survey, Jokela gets to know 

the place while considering and investigating all its different social and cultural layers 

and meanings. Every decision is based on knowledge gained about the place during 

the survey. The forms at the ends of the columns for example are references to 

“hunting, haymaking, fishing, reindeer husbandry, forestry, cattle tending, agriculture, 

and tourism” or “the ring of columns serves as a reminder of the forest itself, from 

which people live and from which their stores are filled” (Jokela, 2013, p. 96).  Jokela’s 

work is clearly illustrating the depths of the place through, as Lippard (1997, p. 263) 

describes it, “an organic connection to its locale” that “cannot be looked at primarily 

as an object outside of the viewer/inhabitant’s life”. With this kind of place-specific 

art work, local history and traditions as well as place related issues can be 

communicated and visualized. 

A complete understanding of a certain place however, cannot be gained without 

consult and involvement of the corresponding community. Lippard (1997, p. 280) 

writes: “Places are formed by people and their cultures. Art that ignores that, ignores 

its audience”. The art path of Enontekiö is a great example for active involvement and 

community participation. Aim of this project was to mark Enontekiö as a special and 

unique place and help increase its individual appearance (Huang & Hiilivirta, 2018, p. 

90). The idea for an art path came from the need of the villagers to have a place for 

their own art. Huang and Hiilivirta, created the concept for the project as part of the 

Arctic Art and Design Master’s Degree Programme and guided the community 

through two environmental and community events (Huang & Hiilivirta, 2018, p. 90). 

A project, where its place-specificity is achieved through building a new sense of 

belonging among the local participants. “The goal in this kind of work would be to 

turn more people on to where they are, where they came from, where they’re going, to 

help people see their places with new eyes” (Lippard, 1997, p. 292). During the events, 

two temporary environmental artworks have been made around the Enontekiö area, 

both including local and natural materials. The first event, based on a Finnish tale, 

happened during winter time when the participants created big abstract pattern while 

snowshoeing on a lake. The second event took place at a significant landmark which 

has a local story behind and included wood, hay and willow as working materials for 

an installation. During those two events, the community has been an active part of 

shaping and creating their own environment, enhancing its meaning and importance. 
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According to Lippard (1997) an important aim and desirable outcome of place-specific 

art where the surrounding community should be seen as a collaboration partner “at 

least to the extent of seeking information, advice and feedback” (Lippard, 1997, p. 

286).  

Another great example of how to personally engage with place to assimilate its features 

and characteristics is the project Spring by Antti Stöckell, who is hiking around 

Lapland, visiting natural springs. Stöckell’s project is an ongoing ritual of moving, 

story-telling and engaging with place through the collection of water bottles and 

building ladles which have both been used to exhibit his experiences. A survey of place 

through the artistic practice of hiking. “Moving by muscular strength means reading 

the terrain, places, and landscape with one’s whole body and then the dynamic nature 

of observation is accentuated” (Stöckell, 2015, p. 42). Stöckell perceives place also 

related to experiences and memories which are expressed and told throughout time and 

individual narratives. During his hikes, he fills time and space with personal stories 

while the environment changes around him. It is a journey of reflection and inner 

dialogue where new narratives and ideas are developed to which others might be able 

to relate to. Relatable or “evocative” as Lippard (1997, p. 287) points out is one 

fundamental criteria for effective place-specific art. Art that is “evocative enough to 

make people recall related moments, places, and emotions in their own lives” (Lippard, 

1997, p. 287). With his way of experiencing the environment and different springs, 

Stöckell is gaining an understanding of how and why people are getting attached to 

certain places and why changes can be frightening but also freeing (Stöckell, 2015, p. 

39–57). A very personal but important way of getting familiar with the place of 

interest. In the end, Stöckell is visualizing his experience of place and travel in an 

exhibition where he presents the collected spring water bottles and ladles, combined 

with partly told narratives of his journey. Even though Stöckell’s art is not located at 

the place itself, his way of proceeding and presenting his project follows a mindful 

way of underlining the essence of place which Lippard (1997, p. 266) describes as 

“seeing, naming, and pointing out, rather than producing”.  

To mindfully create place-specific art, a survey that considers all aspects of place is 

required. Not only the physical and tangible elements, but also “phenomenological, 

narrative, and socio-cultural dimensions” need to be evaluated (Jokela, 2013, p. 14). 
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Personal experience and investigation of place through being present and engaging 

with the environment as well as involving local people in the research process (fully 

or to a certain extent) will help establish a whole picture of the place in question. “The 

development of place-specific applied arts requires the environment to be understood 

as a basis of cultural identity, psychosocial and economic well-being” (Jokela, 2013, 

p. 15). 

With the survey, place related issues, characteristics or stories can be identified and 

translated into a work of art that supports, reflects and engages its location and people. 

“[…] it is possible that the most effective place-specific art which “differs least” from 

the place itself; it might, for example, consist of clues and information rather than 

additional objects or places within places” (Lippard, 1997, p. 287).  

The main principles of place-specific art served as a guideline for the research 

implementation. The gained knowledge provided me with methods and ideas on how 

to approach, design and conduct my research study. With a detailed survey about the 

strategy of place-specific art, I hoped to create a successful representation, 

understanding and experience about Kermajuppo’s cultural heritage. As already 

mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, I also established similarities about the 

interpretation of the past of cultural heritage places and the principles of understanding 

place with all its physical, historical and cultural elements.  

 

2.3.4 Working with and in Nature 

Two environmental artists who influenced my thinking of place-specificity in terms of 

place-bound material and phenomena as well as experiencing and respecting nature, 

are Andy Goldsworthy and Chris Drury. Even though their way of working does not 

completely reflect all principles of place-specific art, the philosophy behind their art 

works reveal a strong connection to nature and its unpredictable character. Both artists 

develop during their work, “a nature-specific dialogue that is interactive, rooted in 

actual experience in a given place and time, with nature the essential material and 

ingredient of the process” (Grande, 2004, p. 213).   
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Goldsworthy shares Grandes (2004, p. 213) idea of nature as a “living breathing 

organism” that is constantly changing. Time and change are Goldsworthy’s prior 

topics he tries to understand while spending a great amount of time in place, 

experiencing and engaging with its materials. “Time and change are connected to 

place. Real change is best understood by staying in one place” (Goldsworthy, 2000, p. 

7). Through his environmental art, Goldsworthy is drawing the attention back to our 

surroundings, the environment and especially nature. “Movement, change, light, 

growth and decay are the lifeblood of nature, the energies that I try to tap through my 

work” (Goldsworthy, 1990, Introduction).  

Chris Drury works mainly with natural materials as well but is more interested in 

physical labour and the emerging inner focus and concentration. “The final object is 

testimony to human labour interacting with the conditions and formations of the land, 

with the materials given by the land, and with the climate and weather” (Drury, 2004, 

p. 11). A great part of his work is related to “how we connect to a greater world” (Hovi-

Assad & Kunnas-Holmström, 2012, p. 137) including the connection between nature 

and culture which makes him work in close collaboration with small communities. The 

same idea about change emerges in his art works and supports Grande’s (2004, p. 213) 

view, when he states: “nature is the art of which we are a part”.  

Both artists create fascinating works within and with nature, provoking a strong sense 

of nature’s power and beauty. Nature as the source and origin of live.  

 

2.4 Community Art  

Community art as part of the research process and development for place-specific art 

needs to be discussed here as it becomes important factor during my research.  

A main goal of community art is the artistic interest in participation and collaboration 

with other people (Bishop, 2012, p. 1). Working together with a community means for 

the artist to step back in producing his/her own art while offering a platform and being 

facilitator for a project where individual participants are collectively creating a work 

of art. As Bishop (2012) describes in Artificial Hells, “the artist is conceived less as an 

individual producer of discrete objects than as a collaborator and producer of 
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situations; [...] while the audience, previously conceived as a ‘viewer’ or ‘beholder’, 

is now repositioned as a co-producer or participant” (Bishop, 2012, p. 2). This can only 

work when artist and participants are cooperating closely together, and both parts 

understand their roles in the project. Bishop (2012) further indicates that “the artist 

relies upon the participants’ creative exploitation of the situation that he/she offers – 

just as participants require the artists’ cue and direction. “The relationship between 

artist/participant is a continual play of mutual tension, recognition and dependency” 

(Bishop, 2012, p. 279).   

While involving locals in a community art work, the artist can learn more about the 

participants daily lives, culture and history as well as getting to know their home from 

individual perceptions. Important issues and topics could be therefore established and 

used as a source of inspiration and guidance. In the report Use or Ornament, Matarasso 

(1997) is writing in detail about possible positive social outcomes of participating in 

the arts, describing different projects, involving statements and opinions of 

participants and artists. I was especially interested in following research themes: 

“Personal Development, Community empowerment and self-determination, Local 

image and identity, Health and well-being” (Matarasso, 1997, Summary). 

Achievement or having done something valuable, can lead to a great feeling of 

happiness and pride. Collective achievement as Matarasso (1997) stated, can do the 

exact same thing. “Being part of a collective success gave people the same sort of pride 

as having made something of their own. Participants repeatedly stressed the value of a 

supportive and co-operative atmosphere, where everyone’s efforts and ideas were 

appreciated” (Matarasso, 1997, p. 15). When working together on a project, it should 

be made clear, that everyone - no matter what role or how much he/she is participating 

- is important for the process, success and result. Only with all participants working 

together on one goal, great can be achieved and enjoyed together with pride. 

“Participatory projects can encourage people to become involved in environmental 

improvements and make them feel better about where they live” (Matarasso, 1997, 

Summary). Cooperation, sharing skills, tasks and a goal, also creates the emotion of 

belonging. Belonging to a group, belonging to a culture, belonging to a place. 

Community art can create a foundation, where present and past is shared through 

mutual artistic activities which in turn can lead to the improvement of the local image 
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and give back a sense of belonging. What needs to be achieved first however, is the 

will of the community members to participate. “What matters so much about 

participation in the arts is not just that it gives people the personal and practical skills 

to help themselves and become involved in society – though it does – but that it opens 

routes into the wider democratic process and encourages people to want to take part. 

Participation is habit forming” (Matarasso, 1997, p. 77). 

 

When it comes to participation and the improvement of well-being, I agree with 

Matarasso (1997) when he indicates that, “the key word here is ‘feeling’: people were 

not thinking of physical cures, but an improved sense of well-being, often related to 

increased levels of confidence, activity and social contact” (Matarasso, 1997, p. 64). 

Community art projects overall should provide a fun, instructive and welcoming 

atmosphere. A big achievement of community art already is the joy that evolves among 

the participants from working together. “Meeting other people, and being a small part 

of the whole, gives me pleasure – an important element in anyone’s life” (Matarasso, 

1997, p. 67). 

 

An inspiring project was realized 1997 by the artist Karina Young. It was a great 

example of empowerment and successful city-environmental art. Karina Young 

decided on changing the appearance of the so called “traffic-bollards” in the 

Woodlands area of central Glasgow. Therefore, she worked together with the 

Willowbank Primary School children who created over hundred designs to cover the 

grey and ugly bollards as beautiful mosaics. Every bollard also owns the name of the 

artist engraved on a brass plaque. Young herself said in an interview in 1998: “I 

basically feel that the idea of some people being professional artistically and other 

people being amateur is divisive, and that a lot of so-called amateurs have a great deal 

to offer, and that any artistic process that people are involved in has a lot to offer them 

in terms of accomplishment, raising self-esteem, the actual enjoyment of working with 

materials towards an end product” (Dawes, 2008, as cited in Coutts & Jokela, 2008, p. 

69). 

 

Everyone can be an artist if not put under pressure and given a platform and guidance 

to develop their own artistic skills. Even better, when the new established creativity is 

celebrated, shown and integrated successfully into the participants everyday 
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environment. I agree with Dawes (2008) when he says that “the things that really 

contribute to the desirability of a neighbourhood are attractive artworks, thoughtful 

landscaping and a sense of ownership by the local community” (Dawes, 2008, p. 73). 

Community art projects succeed best when participants have the chance to make their 

own decisions and therefore develop a feeling of empowerment. The support of active 

contribution can create a sense of ownership and pride which will add to the whole 

group’s atmosphere and art work which in turn might later emphasize the participants’ 

close environment. 

As emphasized in the principles of place-specific art, community participation is an 

important factor of a successful place-specific art process. I came to the understanding 

that the place-specific art and development proposal for Kermajuppo has to also 

represent and integrate the local community of Raanujärvi to truthfully illustrate all 

aspects of its cultural tangible and intangible heritage. 
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Aim and Questions  

After the discovery of Kermajuppo, my imagination was highly stimulated and through 

my fascination for nature, the north and art, I was thrilled to work on an exciting 

subject and place. Driven by the wish to show others the essence of Kermajuppo, while 

using my creativity and artistic skills, a place-specific research idea started to form, 

and its final shape is presented in this research study.  

The research study explores sense and value of the little-known, cultural and historical 

place Kermajuppo. Main goal is to provide a culturally and sustainable proposal of 

how to represent, experience and understand Kermajuppo’s heritage with the help of 

place-specific art methods, emphasizing on place-specific development and 

community participation. The following questions evoked:  

1. How can place-specific art and its methods be used as a way of identifying, 

understanding and representing the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo? 

2. How can community-based art be used to approach the small community of 

Raanujärvi, get them connecting with Kermajuppo and interested in further 

participation?  

 

3.2 Personal Research Position  

I am very enthusiastic about the north with all its, often unique, features. Kermajuppo 

immediately radiated a great potential to engage with culture, nature and art. It 

occupied my thoughts and life for quite some time and I want to express, that a big 

part of my research study is based on personal perception and experiences, which 

allows the possibility that some might not share or understand my fascination for the 

place. “Each self is unique and its response to circumstance is not determined” 

(Griffiths, 2011, p. 168). As already mentioned in Theoretical Background, the world 

is perceived differently according to individual backgrounds, personalities and 

relationships. My experiences and perceptions are however, important part during the 

research study, as I have been in the centre of my artistic practices, or in other words, 
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I have been a participator in my own research (Griffiths, 2011, p. 185). Other than 

being a nature and the north loving artist and designer, I furthermore adopted to roles 

like facilitator, project manager, anthropologist and academic researcher.   

My intention has always been to develop the place Kermajuppo in a way that it 

communicates and unfolds its essence, especially towards the close community which 

in my understanding is integral part of its layered relevance. Therefore, I created and 

conducted my research while considering several ethical choices.  

I wanted to work on a topic and issue that I regard as useful and valuable. On the way 

up to the north and arctic region, the population density decreases drastically, but the 

people living there - often in very small communities - carry a strong cultural 

background, “that originates from their own living environment and way of life, and 

thus should be honored” (Jokela, 2013, p. 13). Art in my research has never had the 

intention of producing my own artwork but to bring art back into people’s lives and 

use it as a tool for cultural and sustainable place development (Jokela, 2013, p. 13). 

The involvement of the immediate community during my research was highly 

important because on one hand, it is the only way to truly understand and support their 

cultural heritage and on the other hand, I believe that it can help develop a sense of 

empowerment, belonging and well-being among the participants (Matarasso, 1997). 

In this sense, I was aiming to investigate in the power of art to understand and represent 

Kermajuppos essence and to support a place-specific connection as well as encourage 

participation. However, it is important to mention that my research topic deals with 

indigenous heritage and cultural identity which requires a sensible and careful 

approach. I have been an outsider in a minority group which already faces various 

difficulties demanding their cultural rights. Throughout the whole research process, I 

tried to occur as transparent as possible, informing about myself, my intentions and 

visions in the hope people would see my studies as an opportunity for change rather 

than an act of intrusion. To assure a fruitful and honest collaboration, participation has 

also been voluntary and collected data has been treated confidentially, supporting the 

wish of anonymity through informed consent (Denscombe, 2010, p. 59–79).  

Naturally, as nature holds a special value to me, observations and artistic practices at 

Kermajuppo, as well as the place-development proposal were done without harming 

or interfering the course of nature while working on minor chances only. 

https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/anthropologist.html
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Representation and interpretation of new insights have been handled as truthfully and 

honest as possible (Denscombe, 2010, p.62), and respect for nature and people where 

key principles during my research study.  

 

3.3 Art-Based Action Research 

My approach on conducting the research has been very intuitive and interdisciplinary. 

Other than following the strategy of a single methodology I adjusted my research tools 

according to different emerging situations. The research journey has been a long walk 

outside conventional routes where often unpredictability and chaos prevailed. 

However, art-based action research has supported the main process of place-specific 

development through action research and art practices, and its cross-disciplinary and 

cyclical structure supported my need to switch between disciplines during the 

implementation (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 9). Art-based action research was 

developed in the University of Lapland’s Faculty of Arts as an aligned research 

strategy for applied visual art and art education. Place-related development projects 

who are built upon close cooperation and participation with communities, stakeholders 

or companies are the basis for art-based action research (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, 

p. 10).   

Art-based action research is “more a research strategy than a complete method (…) 

and aims to combine artistic practices with the development of informal education, 

community empowerment, and regional support for the North and Arctic” (Jokela, 

2019). It borrows, distinguishes and interplays with methods from action research and 

art-based or practice-based research (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 12). I will 

shortly explain both terms for a better understanding where art-based action research 

originates from.  

Art-based research uses the great variety of artistic practices as a method for 

knowledge building and the exploration of experiences, while paying attention to the 

self and encouraging participation (McNiff, 2008, p. 29). According to Leavy (2017, 

p. 10) it has been used, often interdisciplinary, around social research trying to connect 

scientific research and art. The knowledge created through artistic practices is 

subjective and based on the artist-researcher’s “own artistic expression” and “self-
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reflection”. A process, not prior to the development of art-based action research, which 

emphasizes on the artists evolving ability for cooperation and teamwork (Jokela, 

2019). Art-based action research shifted the focus from the self to including and 

interacting with people and communities (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 13).   

Action research on the other hand has its history in educational research, functioning 

as a “self-reflective enquiry” to improve and develop education related issues and 

practices (McNiff, 1988, p. 1). “Planning, acting, observing, reflecting and re-

planning” (McNiff, 1988, p. 7) in form of a circle or spiral serves as a representation 

of necessary steps taken during the action research process. A cyclical working method 

that aims for improvement and positive change is also key elements for art-based 

action research.  

Art-based research and action research share the importance of practice and action 

during the research, the demand for change and development as well as the position of 

the researcher itself as participant (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 12).  

Art-based action research embraces strategies from both art-based research and action 

research, and offers an interdisciplinary, interactive and cooperative environment for 

various research practices applicable throughout a cyclical process. “It includes the 

definition of objectives and research tasks, planning, theoretical background work, 

artistic work and similar interventions, reflective observation, conceptualization, and 

the specification of objects for the next cycle.” (Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 14).  

During my artistic journey, I went through three different stages towards reaching the 

research goal. In each stage I completed an art-based action research cycle which starts 

with investigating, planning, organizing or designing, continues with the 

implementation of an action, practice or art work which is observed and documented 

and ends with the evaluation of the collected research materials (Jokela & 

Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 15). My research started with a detailed place survey continued 

with a community art workshop and closed with artistic development and iteration 

practices. The process of evaluation in the end of each research cycle helped me 

develop the next stages and led to my final research outcome.  

Kermajuppo moved me in many ways and very early on, it became clear that art had 

to be part of the research process as well as its outcome. Art is closely linked to 
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revelation, empathy, imagination, experience and emotions and Eisner (2008) 

expresses in her chapter about Art and Knowledge that “the arts are a way of enriching 

our awareness and expanding our humanity” (Eisner, 2008, p. 11). A visit to 

Kermajuppo should inform and raise awareness about cultural heritage in the north as 

well as evoke emotions and feelings regarding its value and importance for visitors 

themselves and the world. However, to be able to create a vibrant experience, I must 

experience, feel and understand its presence myself as well as my emotions towards 

it. “Through art we come to feel, very often, what we cannot see directly” (Eisner, 

2008, p. 8). I am applying art and art-related practices for place-specific understanding 

and development because through them it is possible to reach places of knowledge 

about the human being, hardly accessible otherwise. Art researches on the level of 

feelings and “helps us connect with personal, subjective emotions, and through such a 

process, it enables us to discover our own interior landscape” (Eisner, 2008, p. 11). I 

am researching into my own experiences to gain knowledge about possible reactions 

or emotions Kermjauppo could evoke in other people. “(…) reality is subjective and 

is known only as it is experiences by individuals” (Pink, 2007, p. 24).  

Place-specific art can only reveal its capabilities when it includes its immediate people. 

Important part therefor was the cultural and personal connection of the close 

community with the place, which I tried to establish through participation and a 

community-based art workshop. Art was used within the community of Raanujärvi for 

trust and knowledge building as well as to provide a place where the locals can express 

their ideas and have an impact on the development of their surroundings.   

Even though my research approach is “heuristic, introspective and deeply personal” 

(McNiff, 2008, p. 34), I was combining art with academic research to provide a 

theoretical background and a basis for art-based practices which could be applied to 

other research projects regarding place-specific questions about experiencing, 

understanding and interpretation. As well as scientific researched, I aimed to discover, 

explore and illuminate (Leavy, 2015, p. 302). In my research study, art served as a 

method to create knowledge about place and people, helped evaluate and analyse 

research data and is essential feature of the place-specific development.  
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3.3.1 Visual Ethnography 

To generate meaning is connection point of art-based action research and qualitative 

research where both are intertwined through for instance questions about 

marginalization, social well-being or cultural identities. Projects which contain the 

above-mentioned contexts aim to “explore; to robustly investigate and learn about 

social phenomenon; to unpack the meanings people ascribe to activities, situations, 

events or artifacts; or build a depth of understanding about some dimension of social 

life” (Leavy, 2014, as cited in Leavy, 2017, p. 9).  A definition given by Leavy (2017) 

for qualitative research including questionnaires, interviews and ethnography as cross-

disciplines for both methodologies. For my research study, visual ethnography has 

been important tool to identify the cultural significance of Kermajuppo.  

The idea of visual ethnography is to collect, interpret and represent knowledge about 

culture and society through personal experiences (Pink, 2007, p. 22). Therefore, it is 

important not to seek the whole truth, but to provide an honest insight to gathered 

knowledge and experiences (Pink, 2007, p. 22). Observation and interaction with place 

and people are essential but also academic reading is part of ethnographic research 

practices. However, “there is no standard way of doing ethnography that is universally 

practiced” (Pink, 2015, p. 4).   

Throughout my ethnography journey, important goal was to identify culture in a 

natural/wild environment without humans but traces of human existence. With 

photography and partially video recordings I tried to visualize my experiences at 

Kermajuppo. In combination with an extensive historical background research I was 

able to produce visual meanings and ethnographic knowledge about the place (Pink, 

2007, p. 39). Producing visual data was part of my research process and serves as a 

representation for research findings and theories (Weber, 2008, p. 49).  

 

3.4 Research Data 

As already mentioned above, my research approach was guided by changes and when 

trying to determine my place in Anttila’s diagram (Appendix 1) of different research 

approaches, I must shift between them, according to changing research aspects 
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(Anttila, 2007, as cited in Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 11). The main aim of the 

research remained, the research approaches and questions however, had to be adjusted 

regarding different research stages. My place in Anttila’s diagram therefor, moves 

between interpretational and hermeneutic, interpretation-experiential and critical-

realistic standpoint (Anttila, 2007, i.e. Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 11). The 

movement between different approaches generated the need for different research 

methods to collect appropriate and efficient research data. I gathered a wide range of 

research data and I grouped them according to different research stages.  

During the first stage of familiarizing with the place, intensive fieldwork through direct 

observation and engagement, artistic production, photography and video recordings as 

visual representation and documentation were chosen methods for collecting valid 

research material. While planning and realizing a community art workshop, a 

workshop plan, personal observations in form of a diary, as well as photography and 

video recordings for documentation were used for data generation. I was further 

representing Kermajuppo in an exhibition, for which I analysed and represented its 

essence through the combination of visual material and literature text in form of a 

“photo-essay” (Pink, 2007, p. 162) as well as through a place-specific installation. A 

visual notebook - where I collected visual and textual research material, analysed the 

data and created ideas for the final research outcome in a collage-based practice – 

served as the last tool for data collection combined with artistic representation and 

evaluation. During my research I was trying to keep up a constant dialogue between 

my visual materials, literature and theoretical findings. 

Altogether, relevant data was collected during the research process with the help of, 

field notes, artistic production, photography and video, workshop plan, observational 

diary and a visual notebook.  

The analysis of the research material was as well driven by artistic practices and while 

using my research data in creative ways, I could internalize and contextualize my 

experiences and develop new ideas as well as visualize my research outcomes. 

Through the process of making I was keeping up an inner dialogue and was able to 

document the process, discover meaning, and reflect on my research experiences and 

theories. Strategies I used for artistic inquiry were for example, poetry, collage, writing 

or concept maps (Leavy, 2015, p. 271). Further data analyzation of the visual notebook 
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took place in form of feedback and dialogue with family and friends. To evaluate and 

support the importance of the final outcome, an exhibition is planned to where 

involved participants, community members and key stakeholders are invited.  
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4 CONDUCTING THE RESEARCH  

The starting point of my research was the rumour of a place called Kermajuppo and 

its ancient remains, spread by Antti-Jussi Yliharju, a teacher at the University of 

Lapland and resident of Raanujärvi. Concrete ideas and the motivation to engage and 

work with Kermajuppo’s cultural heritage only developed while I got exposed to its 

fascinating nature. It felt like Kermajuppo choose me to be its voice for communicating 

its value and importance. To mindfully represent Kermajuppo, I aimed for a deep and 

extensive knowledge about its natural, historical and cultural features. My intention 

for using methods of place-specific art in the process of investigation and for the final 

place-specific development is to illuminate Kermajuppo instead of occupying it 

(Lippard, 1997, p. 191). I want to communicate its essence and as Lippard (1997, p. 

236) writes, reveal new depths and engage its visitors.  

My research journey is divided into three parts. An intensive place survey, a 

community art workshop and development and iteration practices have been important 

steps on the way to a complete place-specific art and development proposal for 

Kermajuppo. The journey has been long and as explained in Research Methodologies, 

was guided by changes and intuitive choices. A quick overview of the whole research 

timeline is provided in the following figure. (Figure 1) 

Figure 1: Research timeline; graphic by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2019 
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4.1 Place Survey 

The fieldwork at Kermajuppo has been carried out in an ethnographic manner with 

focus on personal experiences and its visual representation as well as a detailed 

historical literature research. Both methods vital for a comprehensive place-specific 

understanding about Kermajuppo’s “phenomenological, narrative and socio-cultural 

dimensions” (Jokela, 2013, p. 14). A joint field research that would provide me with 

enough knowledge to combine sensory perceptions with facts and create meaning.  

While applying place-specific art methods I aimed to identify, understand and find 

ways to represent the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo. During the ethnographic 

fieldwork, I emphasized on the “sensory nature of human experience and knowledge” 

(Pink, 2007, p. 22), as well as the revelation of invisible cultural heritage. With the 

literature research however, I planned on discovering Kermajuppo’s history, usage and 

importance for past inhabitants and their livelihood.  

 

4.1.1 My First Encounter with Kermajuppo  

Beforehand I only got told about Kermajuppo’s potential due to the existence of 

ancient hunting pits and food storage remains and I was very excited to finally see 

them by myself. Together with other students and two teachers from the University of 

Lapland the journey to Kermajuppo started on the early morning, 27th of May 2016. 

About 10km before Raanujärvi, we turned to the right into a small and bumpy gravel 

road. After five minutes our driver stopped on the right side in an almost parking place 

like spot and opposite of us, a small forestry road went into the forest towards 

Kermajuppo. The way was still very wet and soon we decided to walk through the 

forest up the hill, following little paths designed by reindeers. The ground was more 

dry, soft and nice to walk on and soon I was surrounded by trees only. Whenever I am 

out in the Finnish/Lappish nature my mood starts to lift and my body relaxes. I inhaled 

the fresh and warm spring air and felt like on a mission towards experiencing 

something special. The growth had already begun and through the pine and spruce 

dominated forest, bright green birch leaves gleamed. The warm weather and endless 

sunlight also showed its impact on the ground vegetation, where fresh blueberry twigs, 

moss and other forest plants were starting to grow. However, in between all new life, 
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fallen trees and branches, bark and cones were lying on the ground which made our 

appearance in the forest unmistakable as every step would be accompanied by the 

sound of breaking wood. Every now and then the sun would come out, creating 

beautiful light situations and highlighting green and grey as the forest’s major colours. 

(Picture 1) 

Picture 1: First impressions; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016

After some time, the forest would suddenly stop and a huge, quite steep, seemingly 

endless stone coast appeared in front of me. A sight that left me speechless. Billions 

of rounded, quite similar sized, grey and bright reddish stones, painted with white moss 

were covering the forest ground like a blanket. (Picture 2) On the part where we 

arrived, the stones were also partially embedded in green moss, creating a slight 

transition from forest to boulder coast. (Picture 2) Already a few steps onto the stones, 

huge cavities became visible, the remains of the ancient food storage caches. I 

immediately sensed a strong and important presence that never left my mind and lead 

to my endurance in working on Kermajuppo’s preservation. The natural phenomenon 

of the boulder coast, together with its ancient remains created an absolutely astonishing 

and breath-taking environment. 
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Picture 2: Stone blanket; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

After the first encounter with one of Kermajuppos prominent features I was eager to 

find out more and use the day to investigate its characteristic and cultural heritage to 

the greatest extent. My strategy for experiencing Kermajuppo was simply to be 

present. An interpretation of Heidegger’s (1962) idea of “Dasein”, explained earlier in 

Perception and Experience of Place. With the practice of walking and the 

corresponding movements of my whole body, I was able to investigate the place not 

only with my eyes but with all senses. “The eye collaborates with the body and the 

other senses. One sense of reality is strengthened and articulated by this constant 

interaction” (Pallasmaa, 2005, p. 41). A similar approach to Antti Stöckell’s hiking 

practice where he points out that “moving by muscular strength means reading the 

terrain, places, and landscape with one’s whole body and then the dynamic nature of 

observation is accentuated” (Stöckell, 2015, p. 42). My body and mind were present, 

attentive and ready to absorb Kermajuppo’s environment. Through engaging with 

Kermajuppo’s essence and materials as well as interacting with my experiences, I 

aimed for a deeper knowledge and understanding about the place itself. (McNiff, 2008, 

p. 37). “To experience is to learn; it means acting on the given and creating out of the 

given” (Tuan, 2014, p. 9). I wanted to understand its texture, purpose, inhabitants, past 

and future. Throughout the whole day I have been taking pictures to represent my 

experience in form of a visual diary as well as to document my findings and 

Kermajuppo’s appearance.  

The food storage caches, or ancient fridges as I used to call them, are spread mostly 

along the beginning of the boulder coast. (Picture 3) Almost perfect round holes who 
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seemed to have always belonged there and hard to believe that they were built by 

human hands. They were surprisingly large, deep and well preserved and one could 

just climb inside them and vanish from view. In some caches, the last winter was still 

visible through little patches of snow which would confirm their fridge like function. 

(Picture 3) Walking on top of the stones however, has been rather unsteady and to get 

a better look at the caches, movements had to be made carefully.  

Picture 3: Food storage cache complete and detailed with some snow; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

The hunting pits inside the forest area have been much harder to find as their 

appearance was made almost invisible through time and forest vegetation. Without the 

help of Antti Stöckell, a University teacher, we would not have known where to find 

them. Not far underneath the boulder coast inside the forest area however, he showed 

us a little cavity which once has been a full functioning hunting pit. It was not very 

deep and fully overgrown and camouflaged by blueberry plants. (Picture 4) There 

should have been many more, but I could only guess where they might have been as 

they did not differ much from the normal forest ground anymore.  
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Picture 4: Hunting pit remain; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

Many little reindeer paths covered the forest ground which have been created 

throughout centuries by the traveling animal. (Picture 5) They looked just like normal 

hiking trails through the forest and fresh reindeer tracks implied that reindeers are still 

taking the same routes nowadays which would in turn explain their good condition. 

(Picture 5)  

 
Picture 5: Reindeer path and track; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

Fallen trees and branches are lying along the edges of the boulder coast. (Picture 6) 

Their living colour has changed into white and the trees and branches became twisted. 
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Sometimes, many white, dead and twisted trees would lie after each other which 

created a graveyard like appearance. (Picture 6) I was immediately drawn towards their 

aesthetics. The white colour and its twisted forms radiated a sense of beauty and 

invulnerability.   

Picture 6: Fallen trees; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

To get to the very top of Kermajuppo I had to climb a steep forest part which was 

partially covered in big stones. It was a quite difficult hike however, on top of 

Kermajuppo, the view was worth the effort. (Picture 7) While walking on top of the 

hill at – as I believe – its highest point, I found a single, prominent stone that I imagined 

having served as a place of sacrifice for the hunters and gatherers of Kermajuppo 

(Vorren & Manker, 1962). (Picture 7) 

Picture 7: View from the top of Kermajuppo and sacrifice stone; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

During my investigation I have been walking along the upper edge of boulders and 

forest to see the end of the stone coast, when a recurring cry made me look up to the 

sky. A buzzard. The cry became louder the further I went, and the buzzard started 
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circling me. It was the end of May and I thought the bird must be protecting its eggs 

or new-born. I did not want to upset the buzzard any longer, so I started walking back 

to where the boulder coast starts. This encounter however, left me with the feeling of 

being an intruder in a throughout natural environment, where plants and animals are 

still in charge. I realized that if more people are going to Kermajuppo, they need to 

understand its value and uniqueness, treat it with respect and caution. Due to my 

experience, I created a little art work. I collected several pine cones, positioned them 

in between the boulders and built a protective wall with branches of the fallen trees 

around them. (Picture 8) 

Picture 8: Little art work; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2016 

The first visit and the experiences involved have been the foundation of my research 

implementation. Following steps and decisions were always based and attributed to 

my first encounter with Kermajuppo. My limited knowledge about its history at that 

time has been beneficial for a first open-minded and multi-layered fieldwork where I 

could observe its features with all my senses and without premature evaluation. My 

perception of its visual, tangible, audible environment where key issues of that day’s 

observation practices.  
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4.1.2 Historical Background 

To get a better understanding of Kermajuppo in a historical and cultural way however, 

a detailed literature research about its cultural heritage has been the next important 

step. While reading books about Kermajuppo’s past inhabitants, their livelihood, 

hunting and gathering methods, I tried to gain knowledge about its past usage and 

importance, since Kermajuppo’s history is what makes the place extraordinary.  

A remarkable past is surrounding the big round holes spread along the boulder coast 

and the almost invisible holes inside the forest area. Ancient remains and cultural 

evidence of the Forest Sámi whose livelihood depended on hunting, fishing and 

gathering (Vorren & Manker, 1962, p. 67). The small cavities inside the forest have 

once been hunting pits and were used to hunt wild reindeer (Nieminen, 2014), whereas 

the stone holes are called caches and served to store the hunted meat (Valtonen, 2006). 

All together there are 17 sited hunting pits and 18 food caches at Kermajuppo 

(Kultuuriympäristön Palveluikkuna [KYPPI], 2014).  

It is not easy to date back the usage of these ancient remains but because of the large 

numbers it can be assumed that the hunted and stored meat could have nourished a 

whole Sámi village or a permanent settlement which have been established during the 

Middle Ages only (Halinen, 2005, p. 85). However, the oldest hunting pits in North 

Scandinavia have been dated back to the 8th century and have been possibly used until 

the 18th century at the latest (Hvarfner, 1965, p. 319). Even more difficult to date back 

are the food caches but according to Valtonen (2006) they were still in use by reindeer 

herders until the early 20th century, which could explain the good preservation of the 

sited caches at Kermajuppo. Hansen and Olsen (2014) described that hunting, dwelling 

and storing places must have been within reach which suggests that hunting pits and 

food caches at Kermajuppo were used together at the same time. The approximate 

timeframe, considering first bigger settlements and the end of hunting with pits, would 

therefore date from around AD 1400 until 1700. Nevertheless, I could not find a 

precise research about Kermajuppo, which is why it is still possible that both remains 

have been in use likewise before and/or after that time. 

They view their world as an integrated entity. 

(Bird, 1992, as cited in Inglod, 2000) 
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The wild reindeer has been the most important food resource for the Forest Sámi 

people, since it would provide them with enough meat and fat. However, also beaver 

and fish were much caught quarry (Halinen, 2005, p. 99). Different seasons and the 

adjustment of weather and land conditions changed hunting methods and prey 

throughout the year (Scheffer, 1704, p. 234), but also manner and custom of the wild 

reindeer played an important role for the hunting requirements (Nieminen, 2014). The 

hunter and gatherer would get to know his environment and all its inhabitants with lots 

of care, mindfulness and time devoted to it such, as Ingold (2000, p. 47) compares, he 

would with getting to know other humans.  

Forest Sámi have been referred to as half-nomads by Vorren & Manker (1962, p. 96). 

They adjusted their dwellings to the yearly paths of the wild reindeer from its summer 

to winter pasture and as mentioned above, adapted to the different hunting seasons. 

This meant that they would change their quarters regularly but only for their summer 

or winter settlements where they would in turn, stay permanently throughout the whole 

season (Vorren & Manker, 1962, p .68–69). It is not sure whether Kermajuppo was 

close to a summer or winter dwelling. The hunting pits and the close fishing waters 

would refer to it as a summer dwelling, but the storage places suggest that they must 

have also settled close to Kermajuppo during the winter time to get meat out of the 

caches. It might have also been just in the middle of a close by winter and summer 

settlements or the Sámi who used the place didn’t wander at all.  

The hunting pits in the forest area of Kermajuppo are made almost unrecognizable by 

the time that has passed and the vegetation that started to hide them. When still in use 

they were cauldron-like “with a diameter of 3-3,5 meters” (Kulonen, Seurujärvi-Kari, 

& Pulkkinen, 2015, p. 302) and dug along the usual path the wild reindeer took every 

year around Kermajuppo. In the end they “were covered with branches and 

camouflaged with moss and lichen” (Nieminen, 2014, p. 11) possibly also combined 

with wooden fences to guide the wild reindeer into the trap (Hvarfner, 1965, p. 319). 

It is assumed that the chasing for food has been done in cooperation with all hunters 

of one community living together and that the take was shared equally among all 

(Vorren & Manker, 1962, p. 73–74). 

The early winter season usually started with beaver trapping or fishing. The beaver 

was as well a much-hunted animal and its “skin and castor” was often used to pay 
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taxes. (Vorren & Manker, 1962, p. 68–72). During the cold and dark winter times 

trades, tax payments and practicalities took place when by late winter the hunting of 

wild reindeer began. One hunting method was tracking the wild reindeer on skis and 

shooting them with bow and arrow (Nieminen, 2014, p. 11). This method was used in 

the early spring time when the snow was starting to become softer and the feet of the 

wild reindeer got stuck in the snow, whereas the hunter could still skate easily on top 

of it, approaching and killing the struggling animal (Vorren & Manker, 1962, p. 72).  

Dogs have been often taken along a hunt as they can distinctively smell the scent of a 

wild reindeer and therefore lead the hunters to their prey. Besides dogs, also tamed 

female reindeer have been used to lure the wild male reindeer close to the hunter. Once 

the male was in reach they have been shot with bow and arrow or, from the 17th century 

on, even with hunting guns (Kulonen et al., 2015, p. 302).  

Summer was the great fishing time (Halinen, 2005, p. 99). The small lake Juponlammi 

right next to Kermajuppo has most likely been used for fishing but also bigger lakes 

like Kermajärvi and Raanujärvi must have been important fishing waters. A lot of fish 

has been eaten immediately but parts have been also dried and stored for the long 

winter (Halinen, 2005, p. 99).  

The autumn was then dedicated to the hunting of wild reindeer again. This time with 

kilometer long fences and pits built inside the forest, where the animal was “driven 

and killed” (Kent, 2014, p. 217). A hunting method very likely used at Kermajuppo. 

When the wild reindeer were on the move in autumn, the fences would lead them closer 

and closer to the pits which were positioned along their tracks (Vorren & Manker, 

1962, p. 73). Once trapped in the pit, the animal was “killed with spears or they were 

impaled on stakes projecting from the bottom of the pit” (Kulonen et al., 2015, p. 433).  

During November, the view domestic reindeer, most Forest Sámi kept as bait and for 

transportation, were rounded up and the move to their winter dwelling began (Vorren 

& Manker, 1962, p. 74). Hunting combined with smaller or larger reindeer pastoralism 

has been practiced by almost all Sámi groups during the assumed timeframe of 

Kermajuppo (Paine, 1962, p. 13) and therefore presumable also by the Forest Sámi 

who likely inhabited the place. Wild reindeer hunting and the knowledge the Sámi 

people gathered from it was significant for pastoralism (Lehtola, 2010). The 
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relationship between hunter and reindeer in the context of non-domesticated and 

domesticated, however, changed as Ingold (2000) describes, from trust to domination. 

A wild reindeer that has been fruitfully killed, was seen to have been given itself 

willingly to the hunter, whereas reindeer herders are taking away the free will of the 

reindeer and deciding on when it is going to be killed (Ingold, 2000, p. 69–72).  

… the hunter does not seek, and fail to achieve, control over animals; 

he seeks revelation.            (Ingold, 2000, p. 72) 

 

Figure 2: Hunting cycle; graphic by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

Based on Scheffer, 1704; Halinen, 2005; Kulonen, Seurujärvi-Kari & Pulkkinen, 2005; Kent, 2014; Nieminen, 
2014; Vorren & Manker, 1962 
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The graphic above shows how the yearly hunting cycle could have taken place. When 

and what was hunted or done during the period of Kermajuppo`s expected usage. 

(Figure 2)  

All those hunted animals throughout the year provided the people with lots of food, 

mostly meat, which must be stored and preserved for times when the hunt was less 

successful or for the winter when no fresh food was available. Most of the sited food 

caches in the North have been built on open boulder fields like the ones at Kermajuppo. 

When building the caches, deep holes were dug into the boulder field and inside, a 

straight upwards stone wall was constructed with big and heavy stones. The gap that 

appeared between wall and hole would then have been filled with smaller stones. 

Finally, the hunted meat was put into the caches with layers of leaves, branches or sand 

in between. In the end, huge cover stones have been placed on top. To prevent other 

animals from reaching the food, sometimes water would be poured into the cache 

which then froze during the cold winter and made it very difficult to break through. 

(Valtonen, 2006, p. 68). The remaining depth and size of the caches in Kermajuppo 

suggest that the last time it was used, it was only emptied and never filled again.  

The people of the forest were living, as mentioned above, with the cycle of nature. 

Recognising and respecting its needs and changes but also appreciating what it has to 

offer. A hunter knew that he did not own the forest but is rather tolerated by it. Honko, 

Timonen and Branch (1993, p. 118) described it as follows: “Animals and the 

topographical features of the landscape communicate to the experienced hunter 

promises, warnings and threats. The hunter himself is conscious of being an interloper 

on another‘s territory”.  

Ingold (2000, p. 66 – 67) as well writes that the environment, hunter and gatherer live 

in, is full of vibrant forces and needs to be looked after. Sámi people believed that 

everything nature contains, is dominated by gods or higher spirits and usually places 

or objects, close to their hunting territories, who have a special atmosphere or 

appearance were used to worship the gods and to leave sacrifices for them (Vorren & 

Manker, 1962). Kulkonen et al. (2005, p. 389) as well as other authors refer to those 

sacrificial sites as sieidi or shrine. Shrines such as big stones, rock formations or 

sometimes whole fells were common but as Vorren and Manker (1962, p. 125) 

describe, also grots or caves, mountain crags or tops, bogs, waterfalls, lakes, springs 
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or trees have been places of sacrifice. A hunter would visit the sieidi to consult and 

worship the gods and offer sacrifice to show gratitude or wish for continuous hunting 

success (Honko et al., 1993, p. 71).  

As he lays his plans, he must judge which spirit forces will be in the 

ascendancy that day, and decide accordingly on a strategy which 

balances the practical needs of the chase with the spiritual imperative 

to remain in harmony with the supranormal masters and guardians of 

the environment.              Honko et al. (1993, p. 118) 

The environment of Kermajuppo features some of the above-mentioned characteristics 

such as large rocks on top of the hill and a steep hillside with prominent trees and 

stones just beyond the boulder field. These traits could have been certainly caught the 

attention of the people using the place and turned into a worshipping sieidi to stay in 

close contact with the hunting spirits.  

Thus, rather than saying that hunters and gatherers exploit their 

environments, it might be better to say that they aim to keep up a 

dialogue with it.             (Ingold, 2000, p.68) 
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4.2 Community Art Workshop 

What has been missing along the research so far was an investigation into the 

intangible heritage of Kermajuppo’s immediate people, the community of Raanujärvi. 

A rather difficult part of my place-specific research I am going to explain in the next 

chapter.  

 

4.2.1 The Village Raanujärvi 

Raanujärvi is an old village where its past inhabitants were Forrest Sami who lived 

from fishing, forestry, berry picking and reindeer husbandry. Archaeological findings 

date the existence of the village back to the Stone Age and it is still surrounded by 

many myths. Several hunting pit locations which have been sighted, including the ones 

at Kermajuppo are telling about the villager’s early livelihood. Raanujärvi is situated 

about 60 km northwest from Rovaniemi, and Kermajuppo appears on the right side of 

the road just 10km before it. The village has a small food shop, a school, a huge lake, 

which shares the same name, and the clean and unpolluted nature which provides the 

locals still nowadays with fish, forest goods and game. Raanujärvi itself, does not offer 

a lot of work possibilities except some companies, little agriculture and reindeer 

husbandry. What gained popularity in the last few years however, has been the tourism 

industry. People have realized how much potential and beauty the area has and now, 

two companies -TATUKA and Napapiirin Järvilomat Oy - are offering attractions and 

places for tourists (Raanujärvi, 2017).  

However, the Raanujärvi school is in danger of closing as the number of pupils 

decreases. A phenomenon which has been also visible throughout the last decades in 

the constantly decreasing population of Ylitornio, where Raanujärvi belongs to. The 

number of people living in the municipality of Ylitornio dropped from 6.792 in the 

year 1980, to 4.200 in the year 2016. A drastic reduction and mostly young adults from 

the age of 20 to 39 are leaving the countryside (Ylitornio, 2017, Population & Age 

Distribution). The young generation hardly sees any possibilities to work or develop 

themselves. They gladly move to the cities to study or simply because of better free 

time activities and work opportunities (Rural Young People in Changing Europe 

(RYPE), 1998, 7.2). Tuan (2014) describes the phenomenon as a lack of room for the 
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young. Limited space for economic growth and hardly any freedom for personal 

development due to expected behaviour (Tuan, 2014, p. 60). More entrepreneurs, 

projects, and active and openminded community members would be beneficial for the 

survival of small northern villages.  

 

4.2.2 Involving the Locals 

Quite many families in Raanujärvi are still reindeer herders however, Kermajuppo and 

its hidden hunting and gathering remains is not well known among them. One aim for 

involving the community of Raanujärvi was to raise the awareness about their cultural 

heritage and its value for preservation. Kermajuppo as well as other ancient hunting 

and herding places had been the contemporary herders’ past, are still their present and 

will be their future. Important was, to show them the treasure of their close 

environment and provide them with a possible way to connect with their own history.  

It is and always has been important to inform and pay attention to our past. By 

remembering Kermajuppo and understanding its values, a connection to present 

traditions and way of living might be established. As I mentioned in the chapter of 

cultural heritage and tourism, various important lessons about humanity can be 

learned while investigating our history. We could relearn from our past and understand 

how we came to be the way we are now and eventually come closer to finding our 

personal identity.  

On the other hand, collaboration with the audience is key factor of a mindful place-

specific art investigation and development. The locals must be included in the artistic 

process through dialogue and participation (Kwon, 2002, p. 82). Place-specific art can 

only reveal its capabilities when it includes its immediate people. Community 

participation was therefore a very important part of my research. I aimed for a vivid 

exchange of stories about life in Raanujärvi, people’s traditions and historical 

knowledge to gain a deeper, more personalized understanding of Kermajuppo’s 

present inhabitants and intangible heritage. I also hoped for the villagers to get 

motivated in working together on a topic that I believe, is in everyone’s interest. The 

community of Raanujärvi should feel welcome and empowered to participate in 

recreating a place about their own past and environment. As I was writing about 
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community art earlier, the goal of involving the locals is to achieve something 

collectively. Through cooperation and sharing the same aim, a sense of belonging to a 

group, culture and place can be encouraged. The past and the engagement with it, has 

the power to enable people to escape situations of defamiliarization and find a way to 

understand the concept of home and belonging (Tuan, 2014). A deeper attachment to 

one’s own community or place of residence could decrease urbanization and create 

more well-being within smaller villages.  

When I tried to get the close community of Raanujärvi participating in the research 

however, not a single person showed up on the proposed meeting. Disappointed but 

even more determined, I was searching for alternative ways to approach the villagers 

and get them motivated in participating. This was, when my thoughts turned to the 

children of Raanujärvi. Already earlier on, project possibilities with the pupils of 

Raanujärvi had been discussed with the school teachers and now it was time to finally 

take action. The idea was, to get more attention from most of the community members 

by giving the school children an insight to their early livelihood which concentrated 

on their past local hunting culture and Kermajuppo. To make it more interesting and 

instructive, the gained knowledge should be translated into sculptures during a snow 

sculpting workshop. During the workshop, the community should get to know me and 

my aims slowly, through a regular flow of information and hopefully with the positive 

stories of the children. Important for me was to gain the trust of the parents and other 

community members without pressure or commitment and being able to express my 

ideas and intentions for Kermajuppo in hopes of getting the locals involved, interested 

and participating.  

 

4.2.3 Snow Engagement 

During my previous studies as a master student in the Arctic Art and Design Program 

at the University of Lapland, I took part in several great snow and ice sculpting courses 

and after I talked to professional University teachers in that area about the idea of a 

snow sculpting workshop with the Raanujärvi pupils, they all seemed very supportive. 

The snow sculpting workshop was then developed as an alternative way to approach 

the community of Raanujärvi and as implementation of an applied visual art project 
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which was part of my study curriculum. In this research study I am examining 

community-based art, in form of a snow sculpting workshop, as a possible way to 

approach the small community of Raanujärvi, get them connecting with Kermajuppo 

and interested in further participation.  

Together with the teachers of Raanujärvi and my supervisor Elina Härkönen, we 

decided that it was going to be a three-day workshop from the 14th to 16th of February 

2017 with a celebration on the last evening (Appendix 2). The school itself already 

planned an ice hockey game followed by a sleepover at the school, and the snow 

sculpture workshop celebration would act as starting point of the whole event. The 

workshop contained a small history lesson about the ancient hunting livelihood of the 

region which was held in Finnish by two art education students, Verna Penttilä and 

Josefiina Jokiaho. Both also assisted me during the whole workshop time and helped 

me communicate with the children.  

First step was to inform the parents about the upcoming three days of snow sculpting 

at the Raanujärvi school. Through informed consent (Appendix 3), I explained what, 

when and why the project would take place, introduced the project team and was able 

to share information about Kermajuppo. However, to assure that everyone in 

Raanujärvi knew what was going to happen in their village, I used the Raanujärvi 

Facebook group to communicate important information about the workshop and every 

days’ process to the villagers. In this way, the whole community of Raanujärvi was 

able to follow the project as an audience through social media.  

Picture 9: Sketching and model-making; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2017 

On the first day of the snow sculpting workshop we started with the short lesson about 

Raanujärvi’s hunting history with hunted animals as the main topic for the snow 

sculptures. The pupils were then divided into four different groups in which they would 
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sketch and model their favourite (hunted) animal. After the preparation, we went 

outside to build the snow molds for each animal which were starting to take shape on 

the second day in condition of remarkable groupwork, enthusiasm and with the help 

of provided snow sculpting tools, children’s own models and sketches. On the last day, 

finalizations were made, and lightning discussed which we finished without the 

children. In the evening, six fantastic animal sculptures, a full furnished sauna and two 

graffiti walls could be gazed upon with astonishment and delight.  

Picture 10: Building the snow molds in the school yard; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2017 

The snow sculpting workshop has been a fun, exciting and especially instructive time 

for the Raanujärvi pupils, using snow as a working material. It combined history 

knowledge, teamwork, decision making, handicraft, working with natural materials, 

promotion, creativity, logical thinking and three dimensional understanding. Those 

three days of working among and with children, taught me, among others, how 

important it is to offer them more often the environment, time and possibility to be 

creative and they will astonish us with a richness of ideas and create a whole new 

world.

Picture 11: Sculpting time; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2017 
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Picture 12: Ready snow sculptures during the celebration evening; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2017 

The constant flow of information on Facebook and through the children created real 

interest which could be seen on the last evening, where many parents and community 

members visited the snow sculpting celebration. In an opening speech I expressed 

again my ambitions and wishes for Kermajuppo and I finally had the feeling of being 

understood, heard and known by the villagers. In the further course of the evening, 

people have been speaking to me about the project but also about their knowledge of 

Kermajuppo and its cultural heritage. It was a relieving experience to see my aim for 

trust and awareness building progress.  

Sadly, my research continued without further cooperation due to lack of time and 

resources, however I believe the snow sculpting workshop created a great foundation 

on which additional community art workshops can be developed. It was an important 

step towards a better understanding about the dynamics and social function of a village 

and it taught me that participation is not naturally seen as a positive opportunity among 

small communities. I had to gain the villagers trust and attention very carefully and 

slowly but approaching Raanujärvi through its children has been a fruitful and efficient 

method which I believe can be applied elsewhere within similar situations.  

On the last evening I also realized that some of the people are aware of Kermajuppo 

and its cultural heritage as well as its importance and potential. Missing however, is a 

person that starts caring enough to take charge of the matter. With my place proposal 

for Kermajuppo, I hope to set the ball rolling, motivate the right people and help 

develop a place where past values, present needs and future dreams can be 

experienced.  
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4.3 Development and Iteration Practices 

New findings, theories and research data from the previous place survey and 

community art workshop were combined, reviewed and analysed in three different 

development and iteration practices. As mentioned in Research Data, the use of art-

based practices during the evaluation process supported internalization and 

contextualization of my personal experiences and provided a place for visualisation 

and development of ideas.   

 

4.3.1 Exhibiting Kermajuppo 

The exhibition Reflections has been designed and developed during the master class 

Advanced Artistic Production and from the 24.04.2018 until 09.05.2018 several art 

practices form students and teachers of the Arctic Art and Design master’s program 

have been exhibited at the University of Lapland. I decided on representing 

Kermajuppo in an academic environment, far off its original and natural surroundings. 

While combining research data from visual ethnography and literature research in form 

of a book, I tried to demonstrate and communicate the essence and magic of 

Kermajuppo. Pictures of the place and relevant historical and place-specific literature 

are illustrating the key elements visible and perceptible at Kermajuppo. (Picture 13)  

Picture 13: Example pages of the exhibited book about Kermajuppo; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

The search for suitable visual material and text, its combination and interaction 

allowed me to develop an even deeper understanding about Kermajuppo’s main 

relationships and trait. It helped me to find the connection between past, present and 

future as well as to comprehend natures full importance for our survival.  
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With a corresponding installation I aimed on symbolizing my experience about the 

place investigation. When I started my journey, Kermajuppo seemed like an almost 

ordinary Lappish hill, surrounded by forest. However, when looking more closely it 

started to reveal its own characteristics and nature. Like Kermajuppo itself, the 

installation unfolded its true virtue when only looked at it from the right perspective. 

(Picture 14) 

Picture 14: Installation; photo and installation by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

 

4.3.2 Reunion 

After over two years, I had the opportunity to visit Kermajuppo a second time and I 

was very curious how my knowledge would change my perception and experiences. I 

was also interested to see if the place has changed in any way and if my current 

understanding of Kermajuppo will be confirmed or taken apart. To document and 

visualize my experiences, I again took pictures and some video recordings. This time 

however, focus point was to investigate the place according to first ideas and their 

implementation possibilities as well as to document evidence of gathered knowledge.  

What immediately caught my attention, after arriving at the little intersection opposite 

the forest road towards Kermajuppo, were two deep grooves along the ground resulting 
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from heavy forest machinery. Parts of the hill, we were using on our first visit to reach 

the boulder coast, were as well destroyed by it. (Picture 15) It was a sad first impression 

and I hoped that it was the only negative surprise.  

Picture 15: Destroyed road and forest; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

The boulder coast was steeper and more difficult to walk on than I remembered but 

the sight of this fantastic natural phenomenon threw all past worries away and I walked 

around the caches trying to document its features and remains. The typical construction 

of a food cache inside a boulder coast as described in Historical Background can be 

identified by larger stones, lying within the caches immediate surrounding (Valtonen, 

2006, p. 68). A fact that also applies to the caches at Kermajuppo. (Picture 16) 

Moreover, when I looked at several caches from a profile like few, I recognized that 

the side towards where the boulder coast declines, was higher. (Picture 17) I believe, 

this feature was built to even out the height of the walls due to the coast’s steep nature.  
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Picture 16: A food cache at Kermajuppo, surrounded by larger stones; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

Picture 17: Profile picture of several food caches; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

During the investigation of the caches I also came across my little art work I built two 

years ago. It was still there, the pine cones untouched, the branches somewhat 

collapsed over them. (Picture 18) A sign that Kermajuppo clearly is a place where 

almost no other than nature and its forces are present. A realization that emphasized 

the question of how to protect and respect this place but still allow it to be seen and 

understood. 
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Picture 18: Art work remain; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

On the search for more hunting pits, I walked through the forest area observing the 

ground next to the reindeer paths as this is where most of the hunting pits have been 

placed to ensure a successful hunt (Nieminen, 2014). I came across small cavities that 

might have been the remains of once huge hunting pits, however, I did not have the 

knowledge to truthfully identify them. (Picture 19) 

Picture 19: Possible hunting pit remains; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

The lake Juponlammi was a part of Kermajuppo I have not been observing much 

during the last visit and even this time, I could not walk until its shore due to very wet 

ground. However, I still managed to get a great few and on a beautiful spot, close to 

the lake a self-made shelter and fireplace appeared. (Picture 20) An indication that 

other people as well like to dwell for some time at this magical place.  
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Picture 20: Lake Juponlammi and a self-made shelter and fireplace; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

Behind the hunting pits and boulder coast, I discovered a very nice clearing, where the 

ground is partly covered in big and flat stones. It almost looked like a stage or plastered 

floor. (Picture 21) I walked across the stones, looking around and taking pictures. I 

imagined this place to have been collecting point for the hunts of the day where the 

Sámi would slaughter the wild reindeer and prepare the meat for storing. On my way 

back across the stones I almost stepped on a snake, lying on top of a stone, taking a 

bath in the warm autumn sun. (Picture 21) I was so caught up in my thoughts that I 

didn’t watch where I was going. Luckily, I managed to avoid the snake, jumped few 

meters away and stood frozen for a while. The snake didn’t even flinch. After I 

regained some courage, I walked away. Later that day, I found out that it has been a 

crossed viper which is poisonous. However, nonlethal for a grown-up person but the 

thought of it made me shiver and wonder if I had just escaped the destiny of the forest 

reindeer.   

Picture 21: Stone floor and sunbathing; crossed viper, photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

Kermajuppo surprised me again with its captivating presence and this time the visit 

was even accompanied by an encounter with a reindeer, who was walking along one 

of the little forest paths. (Picture 22) I was fascinated seeing this animal in its natural 
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environment, where just a few hundred years back it would have most likely fallen 

into a hunting pit, killed and slaughtered by the forest Sámi, its meat stored in one of 

the caches. In this present time however, it is standing there in the distance, looking at 

me, cautiously observing if it is safe to continue the journey. I quickly took some 

pictures and videos but could sense the fear and worry of this beautiful animal. Very 

soon I turned around and walked away to let the reindeer continue its way through the 

forest in peace. This experience was one of the greatest I had outside in the arctic 

nature. A special encounter that threw me back in time and brought Kermajuppo back 

to life. For a moment, I could see hunters hiding behind trees ready to kill, waiting for 

the animal to drop in one of the, with moss and branches, camouflaged pits. After my 

short flashback to the past I was relieved that this significant animal could still enjoy 

its life and me its beauty. 

Picture 22: Encounter with a reindeer; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2018 

When looking back at the second visit and especially at my pictures taken during the 

fieldwork, I could see the change of my intention and perception. The pictures of my 

first encounter with Kermajuppo mostly reflect my experiences and first sensory 

impressions of the place. On the other hand, the pictures of the second visit are more 

documental and often represent proof to my additional knowledge and understanding 

of Kermajuppo. My movements and thoughts have been more targeted and guided by 

intentions rather than coincidences. However, the place did not lose its magic and yet 

again offered new insights and revelations. I was surprised how my mind was 

constantly creating scenes from the past, bringing the history of Kermajuppo back to 
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life and stressing the importance of combining historical knowledge with personal 

experience to ensure a truthful understanding of Kermajuppo’s cultural heritage.  

The second visit to Kermajuppo was likewise important and allowed my place-specific 

understanding to grow and deepen. A fact that supported the use of extensive fieldwork 

as a method for place-specific art and development.  

 

4.3.3 Visual Notebook 

Towards the end of my research process, I felt the need for a place to organize and 

collect my gathered research material. A visual notebook allowed me to process, 

examine, illustrate and connect my research data in a creative way. (Picture 23) and 

(Appendix 4) Through the artistic practice of collage, I combined visual material with 

text, created new ideas, established important relationships and tried to find answers 

to the following questions: 

What is Kermajuppo? How does it look like? How to get to the food caches and 

hunting pits?  From where to possible look at the caches? How to mark the almost 

invisible hunting pits? How to communicate Kermajuppo’s history? How to 

experience Kermajuppo’s cultural heritage? Are additional features and information 

needed or not? How to learn about Kermajuppos existence? How to treat it?  

Picture 23: Visual notebook; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2019 

The visual notebook created the basis for the place-specific art and development 

proposal for Kermajuppo. It documents the development of idea’s process, most 

important findings and theories as well as identifies key issues and questions that need 

to be considered. 
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5 VISUALISING KERMAJUPPO’S POTENTIAL   

My research journey guided me towards the understanding that Kermajuppo can be 

seen as a connection point between history, nature, environment, animals, culture and 

livelihood. Even if all that remained there are some holes in the ground, the whole area 

has a much deeper meaning. It represents the relationship between animal and human, 

survival and death, man-made things and nature. For me, Kermajuppo’s essence is a 

great example of how we should cherish our world and everything that exists. It shows 

us - through the eyes of the past - how precious nature and our environment is and how 

mindfully northern hunters and gatherers have been treating it. Not demolishing, 

utilizing or modifying, which happens too often nowadays, were ways for them to live 

within nature, but relations, revelations, balance and a dialogue have been their main 

ideas for being inside this world and living alongside nature.  

Hunters and gatherers of that time created a livelihood by taking and giving. Only 

through their will to learn and understand the power of nature could they built 

relationship-like bonding’s which allowed them to keep the balance between survival 

and death. They respected nature with all its features and inhabitants as it should be 

respected and realised, more than we do now, how important it is to listen and observe 

our environment closely to know when it is time to step back or when it is appropriate 

to interfere. I believe, it is highly important to take our environment and nature serious 

and to listen to what it is trying to tell us. We should treat the world like we treat our 

loved ones, with respect. 

The Kermajuppo Experience – A Place Proposal is the title of my research outcome 

which visually summarises the research in form of a place-specific development 

proposal for Kermajuppo. The place proposal was designed as a separate, artistic part 

of the thesis, is not included or depended on the research study and can be viewed on 

its own. It is originally printed and presented in a horizontal A4 ring-binder which 

allows a better view, use and notion. (Picture 24) A separate pdf is provided in the 

online library system of the University of Lapland and the proposal is also available in 

Appendices. (Appendix 5). If the research outcome cannot be found, feel free to 

contact me via e-mail:  

valerie.wahlroos@gmail.com.  

mailto:valerie.wahlroos@gmail.com
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Picture 24: Cover of the printed place proposal; photo by Valerie Maria Wahlroos, 2019 

In the place proposal, my research knowledge, data and findings are evaluated, 

explained and presented through text, photographs, drawings and prints. It provides 

detailed ideas and suggestions for Kermajuppo’s maintenance and representation, 

illustrates Kermajuppo and possible solutions for its culturally and sustainable 

development with due regard to place-specific art. The research outcome visualises the 

potential of Kermajuppo and following subjects have been the focus of The 

Kermajuppo Experience – A Place Proposal:  

Identity explains, shows and verifies the development and creation of a logo that could 

be used to represent Kermajuppo to the world.  

Accessibility describes the current situation of available roads and paths to arrive to 

Kermajuppo and its ancient remains. It also offers suggestions for road management 

and illustrates possible ways for signage and sighting the cultural heritage.   

Community Project presents the idea of including the community of Raanujärvi in 

the development of Kermajuppo through active participation. It establishes the reason 

behind building a traditional place of dwelling, outlines its structure and function and 

explains why it is beneficial for the locals to be part of Kermajuppo’s proposal.  
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Visualizing and Communication History deals with Kermajuppo’s interesting past 

and features. It concentrates on how much, where and how its history should be 

revealed and illuminates ideas for a visual and textual translation of Kermajuppo’s 

essence. A solution to discover the hardly visible hunting pit remains is provided that 

encourages the visitors to participate.  

Respect expresses my intention for a thoughtful and revelatory experience which will 

hopefully emphasize the importance of Kermajuppo’s existence and preservation.   

The content, shape and design of Kermajuppo’s place proposal mostly emerged while 

I was working on the visual notebook. As previously mentioned, the visual notebook 

helped to combine, explore and illustrate the gathered research material and its creation 

was important for my personal understanding of Kermajuppo’s most important issues, 

features and possibilities. With the outcome of my research study, I aimed for a display 

that would resemble my last artistic practice which lead to the final comprehension 

and ideas for Kermajuppo. Through a highly graphical and descriptive representation, 

the place proposal is easy to follow and offers various visual examples to enable a 

better notion. Its shape and spiral binding are identical to the visual notebook and 

radiates a sense of proposition or draft. An artistic vision and plan for a place-specific 

experience that is not realized yet but has the potential to support Kermajuppo’s 

appearance and essence.  

With the implementation of the development proposal for Kermajuppo, the place could 

gain recognition, value and importance. Kermajuppo could become a place where 

visitors find themselves unexpectedly drawn back in time, facing an environment that 

has once been a vital part for the livelihood of the forest Sámi. A place that evokes 

memories and can be filled with meaning. It could invite people to reconnect with 

nature and challenge them to re-evaluate their current perception of the world. The 

place proposal offers a gateway into “sensory and cognitive experiences” of ancient 

and present, tangible and intangible heritage (Dallen, 2011, p. 230). It provides a 

cooperation between functionality, information, aesthetics and engagement. With the 

will to feel, imagine and experience Kermajuppo while being present, devoting time 

and attention, the place is going to reveal its characteristics and magic.  
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On the way towards my research outcome however, I faced several challenges which 

created obstacles and difficulties but also allowed my knowledge to grow and find 

creative solutions. The biggest challenge for me, was to get the community of 

Raanujärvi interested and motivated in participating my research study. I was very 

eager to engage the villagers in the progress of Kermajuppo’s development proposal 

as I hoped it would provide me with the present perspective of intangible heritage. 

Stories, knowledge, culture and traditions could have been shared, adding another 

direction to my research and enable the people to active participation. Sadly, the 

attempt to meet with the community of Raanujärvi did not work and even though the 

snow sculpting workshop created a wider interest, time and resources were limited and 

no further meetings took place. However, the snow sculpting workshop was a success 

and provided me with new knowledge about how community-based art can be used to 

approach a small community. To still include the villagers in the development 

proposal, I designed a community project that could transform Kermajuppo to become 

more attractive and will help create a “sense of ownership by the local community” 

(Dawes, 2008, p. 73).   

Another difficult part during my research was the engagement with the cultural 

heritage of Kermajuppo. I am a foreigner in Finland with a different cultural 

background, very interested and fascinated by the history and livelihood of the 

indigenous people of the north however, cautious and afraid of misinterpretation. 

Therefor I aimed for a very detailed investigation and research about the Sámi people. 

English literature about livelihood, hunting and gathering was limited and I was 

collecting bits and pieces from different sources to assure a rightful amount of 

understanding and knowledge. To the best of my knowledge, I created my research 

and the Kermajuppo experience as authentic and honest as possible and offered a place 

for communicating indigenous traditions and culture.  

Time is the key. Time for the personal place investigation, time for the literature 

research and time for approaching and engaging a community. Time is a factor that 

highly benefits place-specific art and combined with devotion can transform, support 

and highlight a place and its “phenomenological, narrative, and socio-cultural 

dimensions” (Jokela, 2013, p. 14). To improve my research study, I would suggest a 

timeline that allows more room for the artist and a community to get to know each 
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other. As the implementation of a snow sculpting workshop during my research study 

shows, only through time, presence and transparency can the artist gain attention and 

trust from a hesitant community. Enough time can be very valuable for a fruitful and 

efficient exchange of knowledge, personal stories and ideas between artist and 

community.   

A collaboration between responsible people and stakeholders already during the 

research process could have also ensured a better knowledge of place-specific 

information, limitations and possibilities or restrictions. Kermajuppo and its cultural 

heritage is real, and it has the great potential of becoming a place where visitors could 

experience a piece of ancient northern livelihood. To materialize my plans for 

Kermajuppo however, many different people and organizations would need to be 

contacted, ask for permission and money. To save time and bureaucracy and help 

realize a place-specific art work, a close cooperation between artists and relevant 

project departments is of advantage. As mentioned in the end of Research Data 

however, an exhibition to present the proposal could be a first solution to spread the 

word and ideas. Involved participants, Raanujärvi community members and 

representatives of key stakeholders could be invited. While presenting the proposal to 

as many people as possible the idea of Kermajuppo’s development could eventually 

reach the right person who is able to help realize all or parts of the suggested ideas.   

To improve my research outcome, an additional visual layer could be created through 

building authentic small size models. The 3D models can improve the understanding 

and perception of Kermajuppo’s dimension and proposed ideas as well as give the 

outcome a more refined and sophisticated touch.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.dict.cc/englisch-deutsch/bureaucracy.html
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6 CONCLUSION 

The previous research study examined place-specific art and its methods as a possible 

tool for Kermajuppo’s culturally, locally and sustainable development. It concentrated 

on a detailed personal and academical place survey with community engagement. The 

research outcome demonstrates the efficiency and potential of place-specific art and 

its methods to identify, understand and represent the cultural heritage of Kermajuppo. 

It provides a memorable and valuable experience of Kermajuppo’s features and offers 

a project possibility for active community participation.  

The research process shows how place-specific art methods have been applied, what 

results they provided and where they had to be adjusted as well as presents a thoughtful 

possibility of how to slowly approach and gain trust from a small and hesitant 

community through community-based art. Intensive place observation paired with 

literature research resulted in a great comprehension of Kermajuppo’s characteristics. 

Community engagement as part of place-specific art was less efficient led however to 

the development of a successful alternative to get the community of Raanujärvi 

connecting with Kermajuppo and interested in further participation. Development and 

iteration practises as last artistic methods efficiently organised, contextualised and 

interpreted the gathered research findings and generated The Kermajuppo Experience. 

Art based action research has been shown to be a suitable methodology as it allowed 

the implementation of artistic practises and supported intuitive and interdisciplinary 

research approaches.  

The proposal for Kermajuppo could be implemented and realized, adding positively to 

its preservation, appearance and perception. Its culturally, locally and sustainable 

development could enhance the attractiveness of the area and increase tourism. It 

suggests maintenance improvements and key ideas of communicating Kermajuppo’s 

history that would provide the close community as well as other visitors with important 

information and a stunning experience about the past in the north which could in turn 

help gain a sense of attachment and belonging. The preservation of Kermajuppo would 

further encourage the recognition and relevance of the Sámi as indigenous people.  

The research study can be seen as a good example for a fruitful collaboration of an 

artist with the northern environment. It portrays applied visual and place-specific art 
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as a productive way of engaging with a northern place and society, history, culture and 

traditions and to develop the capacity and presence of Kermajuppo through a mindful 

and attentive place survey. It also shows that artists are valuable cooperation partners 

for environmental and tourism companies as well as for cultural heritage and tourism 

management.   

However, the research was a small-scale study, limited to a local area and a specific 

place. The outcome in form of a place proposal was particularly designed for 

Kermajuppo, its ancient history and cultural heritage and cannot be implemented at 

another location. The process of applying place-specific art methods to identify, 

understand and represent cultural, historical, social or natural phenomena can 

nevertheless be imitated and adapted to other, similar place related research topics. 

Community-based art projects with the children of a small community can be as well 

used and redesigned as a possible approach to get familiar with a community, gain 

their trust, recognition and attention.  

I hope this study will be an inspiration for other artists with a passion for places of 

meaning and their ability to occupy mind and body. Collaborations of artists with 

tourism and cultural heritage management has great potential for further research and 

can be elaborated towards cultural, sustainable and environmental tourism. Artists 

could help build bridges from local communities towards cultural heritage tourism 

companies. I strongly believe that artists can add important layers to the experience 

and development of cultural, social, natural or environmental projects. More research 

that includes the artist as a valuable cooperation partner are needed to change the 

perception and recognition of their multidisciplinary talents.  

Personally, the research started for me as a journey through Finnish nature, culture and 

history and while passing questions of identity, home and belonging, I ended up with 

the certainty that attachment and belonging can be felt towards several places. During 

the journey I met my Finnish husband and gave birth to my son who will now grow 

up with both Finnish and German traditions, values and identities, hopefully 

appreciating and identifying himself with both. With care made of love I will show 

him my world with all its small wonders and beautiful places.   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 

Art-based action research diagram based on Pirkko Anttila’s double dichotomy of 

research approaches (Anttila, 2007, as cited in Jokela & Huhmarniemi, 2018, p. 11). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 3 

Informed consent with additional information about the workshop, Kermajuppo and 

my project idea.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 4 

The complete visual notebook 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 5 

The Kermajuppo Experience – A Place Proposal  

 

 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 


